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Abstract
This project evaluates the effects of land/atmosphere interactions on the atmosphere's
mixed layer height. Results of a literature survey are presented, describing the dy-
namics of the mixed layer as well as eleven jump, lapse rate, integral, and physical
mixed height predictive parameterizations. NCAR's MM5 climate model is used to
simulate a midlatitude, early summer region with simple soil hydrology and periodic
boundary conditions. This simulation is the domain of a seven day meteorological
prediction.
Drawing upon the profiles of potential temperature and specific humidity at the
center of this domain, the lowest occurrence of the one degree per kilometer potential
temperature gradient is proposed as an approximation of the height of the daytime
mixed layer. The mixed layer height parameterizations are calculated and compared
to each other and to the gradient measurement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis presents a study of the height of the near-surface atmospheric mixed
layer. The mixed layer is the most dynamic portion of the atmosphere's planetary
boundary layer, and represents the height to which the atmosphere is thoroughly
mixed and homogenized by turbulent air motions. The mixed layer height is largest
(potentially up to five or more kilometers in extreme conditions) during the turbulent
late afternoon, depending on the suitability of surface and atmospheric conditions for
supporting turbulence. The mixed layer is shortest during laminar stratified evening
conditions, when the earth's surface is too cold to produce rising thermals. The
growth and collapse, and maximum and minimum heights of the atmospheric mixed
layer are very relevant to atmospheric fate and transport of airborne pollutants and
chemicals.
Mixed layer turbulence efficiently dilutes airborne chemicals, by spreading them
evenly throughout the entire layer. Other quantities such as heat and moisture are
also evenly distributed throughout this layer, which facilitates measurement of the
mixed layer height. The height of the idealized mixed layer equals the height to
which potential temperature (e.g., the temperature of a parcel of air after it has been
adiabatically lowered to the surface) and the atmospheric mixing ratio (e.g., the mass
of water per unit mass of air) are constant with height. In reality, the moisture and
temperature profiles are not perfectly constant, which subjects the measurement of
the mixed layer to arbitrary cutoff values. Fortunately, the mixed layer height can
be estimated with some degree of accuracy, and cyclical changes in this height are
clearly determinable from observations.
Measuring the mixed layer's growth and decay is easier than modeling it. Different
predictive equations and parameterizations are currently employed to describe the
mixed layer height. The diurnal height-time evolution of the mixed layer depth cannot
be characterized by analyzing the operational radiosonde observations of temperature
and humidity profiles. These radiosondes are launched twice per day and lack the
temporal sampling to resolve the diurnal cycle and the rapidly changing mixed layer
characteristics. Instead, the mixed layer height parameterizations are implemented
and tested on atmospheric data output from a numerical mesoscale meteorological
model developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The
model output offers two additional estimates of mixed layer height, one from the
height of the lifting condensation level, which can serve as an upper limit of the mixed
layer height, and a second from the model's computed temperature and moisture
profiles, which reveal the presence of a mixed region where these profiles are constant.
The motivation for this research is both theoretical and pragmatic. The mixed
layer is a fascinating subject of study because of its complexity and chaotic small-scale
behavior. The mixed layer plays an important role in coupling land surface and atmo-
spheric processes. Surface heat processes are critical factors in the development of the
mixed layer, and similarly, mixed layer conditions serve as boundary conditions for
land surface processes. This two-way land-atmosphere interaction has important im-
plications for the spatial and temporal evolution of surface water and energy balance
anomalies (Brubaker and Entekhabi 1994). Garratt (1993), in a review of models,
also places special emphasis on the coupling of the soil hydrology and atmospheric
model climates through the boundary layer. Thus, a better understanding of mixed
layer dynamics as well as predictive equations for mixed layer depth are needed in
land-atmosphere interaction studies.
A variety of physical and meteorological processes interact to guide the develop-
ment of the mixed layer. Different mixed layer height parameterizations focus on
different processes, and are therefore sensitive to different conditions. Comparing all
of these parameterizations to each other and to observed profiles yields information
about both the parameterizations as well as the actual atmosphere. This is also highly
relevant to pollutant models and pollutant impact forecasts.
Chapter 2 begins this study by describing the dynamics of the entire planetary
boundary layer, including the mixed layer. The term "mixed layer" is widely used
with a range of different meanings. Chapter 2 presents the precise definition of "mixed
layer" that is used throughout this study. In addition, the planetary boundary layer
contains several other sublayers possessing distinct properties that guide the devel-
opment of the mixed layer.
Chapter 3 presents a literature survey of current mixed layer height parameter-
izations. Mixed layer parameterizations use a wide range of strategies to simulate
the changing mixed layer height throughout the day. Chapter 3 describes each of
the parameterizations used in this research, categorizes them according to similar-
ities in the formulas and variables, explains assumptions and simplifications used
in the parameterizations, and explains the differences and similarities between the
parameterizations in each category.
Chapter 4 describes NCAR's Fifth Generation Mesoscale Model (MM5), the ac-
tual model used to perform all tests and simulations for this research. It is vital to
understand the physics assumptions and parameterizations employed by MM5, be-
cause these approximations affect all forecasts and statistical conclusions. Chapter 4
lists all of the MM5 settings and variable definitions, and also describes the specific
customizing modifications made to the MM5 software throughout this research.
Chapter 5 describes the setup of the experiments and their predictive results. Land
surface and atmospheric characteristics are plotted over the entire two dimensional
experimental area to illustrate the lack of horizontal bias. Time series of model
conditions such as soil moisture and the surface energy balance are presented at
several points in the center of the grid. Specific results pertaining to mixed layer
height observations and predictions are also presented, along with a discussion of the
validity of different predictive methods. Finally, Chapter 6 presents and summarizes
the conclusions.
Chapter 2
Planetary Boundary Layer and
Mixed Layer Description
This chapter presents a description of the major components of the idealized planetary
boundary layer (PBL). This information is essential for understanding the different
parameterizations of the mixed layer height, because each parameterization focuses
on one or more atmospheric processes as the major causes of height changes, and the
mixed layer's growth or decline depends on the behavior of the atmospheric regions
above and below it.
2.1 Description of the Four Subdivisions of the
PBL
Before modeling and analyzing the mixed layer, the dynamics of the PBL need to be
understood. The PBL is the lowest portion of the earth's atmosphere, and extends
from the surface to the level of geostrophic winds (which is often called the "free
atmosphere"). Roughly half the frictional dissipation within the Earth's atmosphere
takes place within the PBL (Wallace and Hobbs 1977). The PBL's four components
(in vertical order from the surface to the overlying free atmosphere) are the molecular
layer, the surface layer, the mixed layer, and the entrainment zone.
2.1.1 The Molecular Layer
The molecular layer (also called the microlayer) is the lowest few centimeters of the
earth's atmosphere, which are in contact with the earth's land surface. This is the
layer that maintains the "no slip" boundary wind condition, because the air in contact
with the ground is unable to move, or moves laminarly at extremely small velocities.
Because of the lack of wind, heat and water vapor from the surface are transported
upwards via molecular conduction and diffusion, rather than turbulent transport.
Diffusion is assisted by the large gradients of temperature and moisture present in the
molecular layer. When strong solar radiation creates large surface temperatures (e.g.,
in summer during the middle of the day) very high temperature gradients can result,
on the order of ten degrees celsius per millimeter (Stull 1988). This layer is highly
stratified, but is so small that most models are incapable of treating it independently
(Peixoto 1992). Therefore, most models' land surface parameterizations approximate
the effective fluxes emanating from the top of the molecular layer according to surface
conditions (Stull 1988).
2.1.2 The Surface Layer
The surface layer rapidly conveys information between the molecular layer and the
mixed layer, and can grow to tens or hundreds of meters in height. The surface layer
usually occupies the lowest five to ten percent of the height of the PBL (Stull 1988
p. 454). Wind speeds at the bottom of this layer are extremely small, often assumed
to be zero because of the surface no-slip boundary condition. Wind speed increases
logarithmically with height in the surface layer, and wind speeds at the top are forced
by the dominant mixed layer winds.
Thermal convection in this layer is constrained by contact (and "no slip" con-
ditions) with the molecular layer, but microscale turbulence is created by surface
irregularities and wind shear. Turbulent motion is an irregular condition of flow ex-
hibiting random temporal and spatial variations of motion. This turbulence creates
microscale eddies and plumes which convey heat and moisture upwards (this process
is a larger scale parallel to molecular diffusion, in which individual eddy cells mimic
the diffusive behavior of molecules) (Wallace 1977). Plumes and eddy cells are cir-
cular air movements, with a diameter equal to the height of the surface layer (Stull
1988 p. 443). The presence of plumes and eddies indicates that the surface layer is
highly unstable in space and in time.
The vertical gradients of potential temperature and moisture are very high at the
bottom of the surface layer, and decrease with height until there are no gradients
at the boundary with the mixed layer. Vertical fluxes of heat, momentum, and
moisture have nearly the same magnitude in the surface layer as they do at the
earth's surface because of the surface layer's shallow depth, minimal turbulence, and
small temperature and moisture gradients (Deardorff 1972).
2.1.3 The Mixed Layer
The mixed layer is characterized by constant vertical values of the mixing ratio and
potential temperature. Large scale turbulence is created by rising buoyant thermal
plumes from the heated surface (free convection) and also from mechanical wind shear
at the top and bottom of the layer (forced convection). In general, convective thermal
motion is the greater source of turbulence, because anisotropy in convection favors
vertical motion, while shear forces favor horizontal motion. Regardless of its source,
turbulence stirs the air within the layer and maintains its homogeneity, i.e., the "well
mixed" condition (Stull 1988 p. 450). Because of its large diurnal variations, the
mixed layer can occupy from 35 to 80 percent of the depth of the PBL (Stull 1988 p.
441).
Turbulent mixing is neither perfect nor instantaneous, and is affected by bound-
ary effects. Potential temperature is lowest in the middle of the mixed layer, because
warm air is constantly added to the mixed layer from both the surface and the entrain-
ment zone. Moisture is greatest at the bottom of the mixed layer, because surface
evaporation is the primary moisture source. The convective time scale (i.e., the aver-
age time required for air to rise from the surface to the height of the mixed layer top)
is typically between ten and twenty minutes when the mixed layer is growing, and is
longer in the early morning and late afternoon when the mixed layer grows slowly or
not at all (Stull 1988 p. 450).
2.1.4 The Entrainment Zone
Finally, the entrainment zone of the atmosphere is a temperature inversion region
that caps the mixed layer, occupying from 10 to 60 percent (averaging 40 percent) of
the PBL depth (Stull 1988 p. 441). The actual boundary between the mixed layer
and entrainment zone is not a constant plane, but rather is a convoluted interface
with a very high surface area, shaped by thermals and penetrative plumes (Boers
1989). As parcels of air rise through the atmosphere, their velocity imbues them with
a certain amount of momentum. This momentum causes them to overshoot the level
of neutral buoyancy, and is responsible for penetrative convection. The net result
is one way (downward) entrainment of air. Overshooting parcels sink back into the
mixed layer, but entrainment zone air that is displaced downwards is incorporated
into the mixed layer as well (Stull 1988 p. 453).
The entrainment zone suppresses turbulence from the mixed layer and prevents
it from entering the overlying free atmosphere. Entrainment zone air is warmer than
mixed layer air (potential temperatures are higher in the inversion layer); therefore,
whenever this warmer air is entrained, turbulent thermal activity increases in the
mixed layer. The entrainment zone contains much less turbulence, has winds dom-
inated by geostrophic forces, and is more stratified, although dramatic mixed layer
effects can affect this stratification (Sorbjan 1989).
The temperature of the entrainment zone is often several degrees higher than
the mixed layer temperature, resulting in a temperature "jump" across the interface.
This jump marks the existence of a transition sublayer where the mixed layer meets
the stable inversion layer. This sublayer is created by the penetrative convection of
buoyantly raised mixed layer parcels into the inversion layer. The transition sublayer
is also involved in the entrainment process: a large temperature difference decreases
the buoyancy of lifted mixed layer parcels, and suppresses turbulent entrainment and
penetrative plumes (Stull 1988 p. 453). The magnitude of this jump increases as the
height of the mixed layer increases, and the jump magnitude decreases as the mixed
layer temperature increases, i.e.,
dAO dO dz dO= - +- * (2.1)
dt dz dt dt
Where AO is jump magnitude (Sorbjan 1989).
A similar jump exists for moisture content, but the sign of the jump is opposite
(i.e., the entrainment zone is drier than the mixed layer). In general, warm and dry
parcels move from the inversion layer into the mixed layer, and cool, moist parcels
leave the mixed layer. Therefore, the flux of sensible heat is downward, and the flux
of moisture is upward (Sorbjan 1989).
2.2 Mixed Layer Diurnal Evolution
The mixed layer follows a fairly predictable evolutionary pattern each day. When
the sun first rises, the air near the surface is often highly stratified, due to nocturnal
surface cooling (Stull 1988 p. 452). After the morning sun warms the earth's sur-
face, rising thermals and convective motion begin, and the stable nocturnal surface
inversion is eroded.
By late morning, the surface inversion is warmed and dispersed, and the increas-
ing surface temperature produces very strong turbulence. This turbulence stirs and
evenly mixes the atmosphere, and also entrains more air from above: as the sensi-
ble heat flux increases (until late afternoon), the mixed layer grows (Sorbjan 1989).
Under ideal conditions, the top of the mixed layer can grow as fast as one kilometer
every 15 minutes. The mixed layer's rapid growth slows when it reaches the capping
inversion layer (the entrainment zone) and an afternoon balance is reached between
entrainment and subsidence of air into and out of the mixed layer. At this point, the
mixed layer stops growing (Stull 1988 p. 452). When the solar incoming radiation
decreases in the late afternoon, the sensible heat flux also decreases. This causes
a short lived period of neutral stability (when the atmospheric temperature profile
neither accelerates nor impedes rising parcels) followed by a long period of stability,
in which turbulence is suppressed by buoyancy forces, and laminar flow grows more
prevalent. During the early evening, the mixed layer collapses: the inversion layer
capping the mixed layer sinks downward and the stratified surface layer grows upward
(Sorbjan 1989).
2.3 Mixed Layer Interactions with the Land Sur-
face
Land and atmosphere interactions are the major source of mixed layer height changes:
sensitivity studies indicate that mixed layer height is extremely sensitive to several
surface parameters (Zhang and Anthes 1982). High surface temperatures are the en-
ergy supply that fuels the turbulence, and the temperature gradient in the surface
layer (or between the surface and the air in a bulk model) are major factors deter-
mining the strength of the sensible heat flux which produces the thermals. Therefore,
mixed layer circulation is strongest and the mixed layer height is greatest when cold
air flows over a warm surface. In these cases, upward heat fluxes and thermal plumes
are large and pronounced (Sorbjan 1989).
Sensible heat flux and mixed layer height are highly dependent on the moisture
content of the surface. Dry land has little moisture to evaporate into the air, so more
of the available energy is converted to sensible heat flux, which produces turbulence
and deep mixed layers. In addition, sensible heat is a less efficient cooling mechanism
for the soil, and will result in warmer land surfaces and larger land-atmosphere tem-
perature gradients. Moist soil partitions incoming solar radiation into both sensible
and latent heat, and will have correspondingly smaller amounts of thermally-induced
turbulence, leading to shorter, cooler, and moister mixed layers (Zhang and Anthes
1982). Oceans have extremely small mixed layers, with maximum heights on the
order of 400 meters, while deserts can create mixed layers five or more kilometers in
height (Stull 1988 p. 452).
The surface roughness length is also very important because it governs the lower
atmosphere wind profile. This profile is important in the forced convection aspect of
turbulence. Of lesser importance are the soil's heat capacity and albedo (Zhang and
Anthes 1982).
Chapter 3
Mixed Layer Height
Parameterizations
This chapter presents a literature survey of many mixed layer height parameteriza-
tions. Different models rely upon different processes to model the mixed layer height's
growth phase. Four categories; Jump Models, Lapse Rate Models, Integral Models,
and Physical Models, are presented in this research. These categories are not com-
prehensive, but do present a wide range of formulations which highlight different
components of the mixed layer in their attempts to model its height. All of these
parameterizations are tested on the MM5 software platform (described in Chapter
4), and the results of 7 and 28 day simulations will be presented in Chapter 5.
Some of the variables in these parameterizations are defined in theoretical terms
and are not easily determined from typical model output. In these cases, assump-
tions or approximations had to be implemented to compute or estimate the necessary
quantities. These instances are mentioned in the following text.
Note that this research does not attempt to model the collapse of the mixed layer
or the nocturnal mixed layer height. These processes are exceptionally complex, and
are not directly related to the turbulent daytime growth of the mixed layer, which is
the focus of this study.
3.1 Jump Models
Jump models (occasionally referred to as bulk models) focus on the potential temper-
ature (or moisture) jump at the boundary between the mixed layer and the entrain-
ment zone. The potential temperature jump is a useful diagnostic variable because it
reflects conditions in the mixed layer (i.e., tall mixed layers produce larger tempera-
ture jumps) and also because it affects the mixed layer's growth: large jumps inhibit
entrainment. However, other variables, particularly the surface sensible heat flux, are
also important in these models.
For this research, the magnitude of the potential temperature jump was visually
approximated from vertical potential temperature profiles. These profiles typically
indicated relatively constant profiles of temperature up to a certain height, followed by
a rapid increase. The rapid increase was usually on the order of .5 degrees over a single
model layer, so the potential temperature jump for all of the following calculations is
assumed to be .5 degrees Kelvin.
3.1.1 Tennekes' Model
Tennekes (1973) proposed a basic mixed layer height jump model:
dh CHW, TO (3.1)
dt hAOg
where:
h = height of the mixed layer, m
CH = constant, usually set to 0.2
W, = convective velocity scale = %hQ, 1/3, m s - 1
To = reference temperature = 288 K
AO = potential temperature jump at the top of the mixed layer, degrees K
g = gravitational acceleration constant, m s - 2
QS = , degreesKs - 1
Hs = sensible heat flux, W m - 2
P = density of air, 1.275 kg m - 3
C, = specific heat of air, 1004 JK-'kg- 1
By substituting Q, for W, this formula can be rewritten:
dh HCHQs CHHs
dt ----- aCp (3.2)
This simple model relates the height of the mixed layer proportionally to the
surface sensible heat flux, and inversely to the magnitude of the potential temper-
ature jump at the inversion layer. Large temperature jumps between the mixed
layer and the entrainment zone suppress penetrative convection, which reduces tur-
bulent entrainment of overlying air. Because this turbulent entrainment increases the
temperature, turbulence, and height of the mixed layer, the magnitude of the po-
tential temperature jump is inversely related to mixed layer height (Tennekes, 1973;
Driedonks 1982).
3.1.2 Culf's Model
Culf (1992) expands upon Tennekes' formula by adding an additional term:
dh 
_CHW3T CuU, To(3+ (3.3)
dt hAOg hAOg
with the new variables:
CU constant, usually set to 5.0
U = surface friction velocity
This additional term is the equivalent of replacing W 3 with W, + 25U 3. By
including the surface friction velocity (U,) in the equation, the effects of surface
mechanical turbulence and forced convection are included in the mixed layer height
prediction. This will increase the mixed layer height predictions, because a new
turbulent source is being added (Culf 1992).
3.1.3 Novak's Model
Novak (1991) makes several modifications to Tennekes' formula to include the effects
of moisture on mixed layer growth:
dh H8 + 0.61CPOAES= CH A Hs (3.4)dt AOrho, Cp
where:
0V = virtual potential temperature of the mixed layer
AE = Latent heat flux, W m - 2
Because latent heat emissions can also cause turbulence through density variations
(moist air is less dense than dry air), a latent heat term (AE) is added to the sensible
heat (Q,). Similarly, virtual potential temperature (0,) includes the effects of moisture
in the calculation of potential temperature (Novak 1991).
The virtual potential temperature of the mixed layer must be determined from
an atmospheric profile. Once the mixed layer height is approximated from the Zhang
Anthes height, the virtual potential temperatures of four points beneath the maximum
height are averaged together.
3.1.4 Combination Model
It is possible to create a comprehensive model that combines Tennekes' basic model
with Culf's inclusion of surface friction velocity and Novak's inclusion of latent heat
flux. This model is:
dh CH(HS + 0.61C 0,AE) CUU3T+ (3.5)dt AOpaCp hAOg
using previously defined terms (Culf 1992).
Jump Model Coefficients
dh = (A * Hs) + (B * U3) + (C * AE)Tt -
A B C
Tennekes C 0 0Pa C.0
Culf U CTO 0PaCpAO hAOg
Novak ii 0 H,,*. 6 1*0,
paaCpAO ANAO
Combination IL 0,,.61*OvPaCpAO hAOg APaAO
Table 3.1: Comparison of Jump Model Coefficients
3.1.5 Comparison of Jump Models
The four jump models rely upon predictive formulas with very similar structures.
Three primary variables, Hs, U3,, and AE, are modified by different coefficients to
produce a value for the increase in the mixed layer's height during the model timestep.
The jump models can be combined into a single formula with varying coefficients
and factors. Table 3-1 presents this composite formula and illustrates each model's
coefficient values.
Here CHI is taken as 0.2 and Cu as 5.0 based on literature.
3.2 The Lapse Rate Models
Three alterations have been presented to Tennekes' simple jump model formula which
follow most of the same logic regarding surface sensible heat, but use a different pa-
rameterization for the entrainment of overlying air. These models use the potential
temperature lapse rate in the entrainment zone (assumed to be constant) as a surro-
gate for the potential temperature jump in Tennekes formula. This is a feasible step
to take, because the lapse rate is a function of the temperature jump, and also has
a large effect on the ability of mixed layer turbulence to entrain air from above and
increase the height of the mixed layer.
The lapse rate is a similar quantity to the potential temperature jump, and is
estimated in a similar manner. The Zhang Anthes height is determined by MM5, and
defines the sigma level that contains the inversion layer. The inversion layer potential
temperature lapse rate is the gradient of potential temperature with height.
3.2.1 McNaughton's Model
McNaughton (1986) proposed the following formula, which is a simplification of an
earlier model by Stull (1976):
dh Q.dh _ - (3.6)
dt- h-y
where -y =d degrees km - 1 in the entrainment zone.
Unlike Tennekes formula, this model does not make use of any arbitrary constants.
The inversion layer's potential temperature lapse rate is substituted for the potential
temperature jump, and all else is identical (McNaughton and Spriggs 1986).
3.2.2 Stull's Model
Stull (1976) proposed the original, and slightly more complicated version of Mc-
Naughton's model:
dh (1 + CH)QS (3.7)
dt hy
The constant CH has a value of 0.2, and represents an attempt to improve the
correlation between model predictions and observational datasets. The use of a con-
stant also increases the similarity to Tennekes' model, and represents entrainment at
the top of the mixed layer (Stull 1976).
3.2.3 Steyn's Models
Steyn (1990) proposes two fairly complicated mixed layer height parameterizations
that incorporate a combination of wind, lapse rate, and flux data. Steyn's two pa-
rameterizations rely on sensible and latent fluxes, respectively:
h= 2* (1 - 20cq)*AE*x 12  (38)h (3.8)
7q * U• m
h=2 * (1 + 2CH) * Qs * x1/2 (39)h =[](3.9)
* Urn
where:
CH = the Stull constant, equal to 0.2
Cq = the dimensionless entrainment parameter for latent heat, fixed at .86 or
allowed to vary as Cq = 0.5 - (CH + 0.5) * Q*- -
x = distance between the measurement point and the source of advective horizon-
tal wind, m
7q = specific humidity lapse rate in the inversion layer, degrees K km -1
Urn = average horizontal mixed layer wind, m sec-
These calculations utilize many approximations. Estimates of "average wind-
speed" over the entire grid are extremely crude, because wind speeds are affected by
the convective motions that increase and decrease during the day, and vary spatially.
An average wind of one meter per second is considered representative of most daytime
grid conditions within the mixed layer.
The x coordinate represents the distance from the point of mixed layer height
calculation (the center of the MM5 grid) to the "wind source," which is an arbitrary
determination, since winds vary from grid point to grid point. Steyn's example uses
the distance to the ocean, which he assumes is the source of sea breezes advecting
over his grid area. This research uses the radius of a grid cell, which is 25 kilometers.
This implies that wind source is the boundary of the grid point (where wind from the
adjacent cells enters), and the distance traveled by the wind is the distance from the
cell's edge to the cell's center (Steyn 1990; Steyn and Oke 1982).
3.2.4 Comparison of Lapse Models
The McNaughton and Stull lapse models can be compared and contrasted quite easily,
because McNaughton's model is a simplified version of Stull's model.
The two Steyn models directly compute the mixed layer height at every timestep,
instead of computing the change in height from the prior timestep. This is a fun-
damental difference from the McNaughton and Stull models, and makes a direct
comparison impossible. The two Steyn models cannot be compared to each other,
because they use completely different quantities (e.g., sensible heat flux versus latent
heat flux) as height determinants.
3.3 The Integral Models
In reality, the mixed layer height is not a reaction to the instantaneous state of
the lowest portion of the PBL. Instead, the mixed layer is a constantly evolving
region whose size depends on the entire turbulence history of the local area. Integral
models attempt to model this by dealing with the integral of radiation (or heat flux)
received or emitted from the surface since the sunrise of a given day (the beginning
of turbulence).
3.3.1 Garratt's Model
Garratt and Segal, et al. (1989) develop formulations that relate the surface tem-
peratures of bare areas of wet soil and vegetation canopy temperatures to sensible
heat flux and to boundary layer dynamics (Segal and Garratt 1989). Although most
of their results do not apply to this research (because the soil is not consistently
close to saturation and vegetation is not modeled), a modified version of Tennekes'
convectively mixed layer height equation is applicable and can be used (Mahrt and
Lenschow 1976):
2, f H~dt
h 2*fHdt (3.10)
PaCp , dOgd
dz
New variables used in these formulas include:
dOg the potential temperature lapse rate in the lower atmosphere after sunrise,
dz
degrees K km -1
Garratt and Segal (1989) rewrite this equation in terms of latent and ground heat
fluxes and net incoming radiation, but these modifications are unnecessary because
MM5 directly computes the sensible heat flux. Unlike other predictive height equa-
tions, this method requires a computation of the integral of surface fluxes each day,
from sunrise to peak temperature. This formula is only valid until the late afternoon
time when the mixed layer is no longer growing. Entirely different assumptions would
be needed to model the collapse of the mixed layer (Segal and Garratt 1989).
Because surface fluxes are emphasized in this formula, the potential temperature
lapse rate is the lapse rate near the land surface at sunrise, not the lapse rate in the
entrainment zone. Large surface lapse rates identify stratified surface air, which will
inhibit turbulence and mixed layer growth, while small surface lapse rates correspond
to fairly well mixed air conducive to turbulence.
This lapse rate is computed at sunrise of each day, and the lowest three sigma
levels (encompassing a total height of 109 meters) are used.
3.4 The Physical Models
The remaining section deals with very tangible and physical models. These models
do not use theoretical parameterizations which combine measurable quantities in a
manner that should produce a mixed layer height approximation. Instead, they select
a known atmospheric quantity, such as the level of lifting condensation or 120 percent
of the level of neutral buoyancy, and use that quantity as a surrogate of the mixed
layer height.
3.4.1 The Zhang/Anthes Model
MM5 uses the Zhang/Anthes parcel lifting method to simulate lifting a parcel at the
surface (driven by temperature differences) and imparting enough acceleration and
momentum to carry it past the level of temperature equilibration (Zhang and Anthes
1982).
The Zhang/Anthes free convection approximation is the only mixed height com-
puted by the unmodified MM5 program. This parameterization starts buoyant parcels
of hot air at the surface, and lifts them until the parcel temperature equilibrates with
the ambient air temperature. These parcels (or plumes) begin with a potential tem-
perature equal to the ground potential temperature, and rise through the mixed layer,
remaining positively buoyant as long as this initial temperature is greater than the
potential temperature of the surrounding air. The point at which parcel tempera-
ture equals air temperature is considered the "level of neutral buoyancy." In reality,
this point will probably occur within the inversion layer capping the mixed layer.
The potential temperature of the surface is higher than the potential temperature
of the entire mixed layer, and at some point in the air above the mixed layer the
increasing potential temperature of the air will once again equal the ground potential
temperature (Zhang and Anthes 1982).
After rising for such a long distance through the mixed layer, these buoyant air
parcels do not necessarily come to an abrupt halt upon reaching the level of neutral
buoyancy. Instead, plumes often overshoot the point of equilibration and travel into
the inversion layer above. The Zhang/Anthes approximation assumes that the ratio
of negatively buoyant area (overshoot area) to positively buoyant area (area trav-
eled through the mixed layer) on a thermodynamic diagram is equal to the ratio of
downward heat flux (due to entrainment) to surface heat flux, which measurements
approximate as 0.2. The final height to which surface parcels are lifted can be calcu-
lated, and this is the given mixed layer height. This definition deviates from standard
definitions of mixed layer height because the height of some of the inversion layer is
included in the calculation, i.e., parcels are assumed to rise above the level at which
the potential temperature is no longer constant (Zhang and Anthes 1982).
The MM5 program only applies this method during the daytime and afternoon
periods of free convection when the plume lifting theories are applicable. As soon as
late afternoon surface cooling begins, the mixed layer height is abruptly set to zero
until the next sunrise. This instant collapse of the mixed layer is not intended to
be realistic, and eliminates the usefulness of this method toward modeling the mixed
layer transition times. However, the Zhang/Anthes method can be used to model the
maximum daily mixed layer height, and mixed layer growth.
The calculation of positive and negative buoyancy areas is performed by integrat-
ing the distance traveled by the parcel multiplied by the difference in temperature
between the parcel and the air. This integration is carried out from the surface to
the level of neutral buoyancy (for the positive value) and then further until the new
area is 20 percent of the positive area (Zhang and Anthes 1982).
3.4.2 The Lifting Condensation Level
Another physical approximation of the mixed layer height is to assume that the
boundary layer is well mixed by the (dry) adiabatic rising of parcels. Surface parcels
rise adiabatically until the moisture contained within them begins to condense due
to the decreasing temperature of the ambient air (if the parcel's moisture is fixed,
decreasing air temperature will cause the saturated specific humidity of the parcel to
decrease until it equals the actual specific humidity). Once saturation (and therefore,
condensation) starts to occur, further lifting will follow moist adiabatic profiles (Pielke
1984).
The following implicit formula is used to compute the height at which air parcels
(having the potential temperature and specific humidity of the air in the mixed layer)
become saturated.
h A 1 1 )+ h] LOG[Po ] (3.11)
R, To 0 - (Ad * h) H eso * E
Variables used in this formula include:
A, the latent heat of evaporation, 2,500,000 Jkg-1
RV, the gas constant for moist air, 461 Jkg-1 degrees K`
To, the reference temperature, 273.15 degrees K
0, the average potential temperature of the mixed layer, degi
Ad, the dry adiabatic lapse rate, degrees K kg-'
H, the scale height of the atmosphere, eight kilometers
po, the reference pressure, 1000 millibars
q, the mixed layer's average specific humidity (kg water/kg c
eso, the reference vapor pressure, 6.11 millibars
E, the dimensionless ratio of dry to moist gas constants, .622
ees K
ry air)
This equation results from setting the specific humidity of the mixed layer equal
to the saturation value at a height h above the surface. The mixed layer has a dry
adiabatic lapse rate and a pressure scale height of eight kilometers.
If turbulence persists up to the point where saturation occurs, the lifting con-
densation level (LCL) method will accurately forecast the height of the mixed layer.
However, it is likely that the turbulence produced by the dry adiabatic lifting of air
parcels is insufficient to adequately mix the air in the mixed layer: i.e., the mixed
layer height would be less than the LCL if air parcels turbulently rise to a certain
height (the mixed layer height) and then "stably" rise to the LCL. The turbulence
necessary to thoroughly homogenize the properties of the mixed layer is produced by
a variety of processes which may not have the same length scale as the LCL.
It seems unlikely that the mixed layer height would extend above the LCL. It is
true that parcels continue to rise at the moist adiabatic lapse rate after reaching the
LCL, and it is also true that cloud formation processes produce their own turbulence
and entrain air from above. However, these are not large scale disruptive motions that
maintain the same constant values of potential temperature and specific humidity
that extend all the way to the surface layer. Specific humidity will obviously be
affected above the LCL as condensation occurs, and the latent heat of condensation
will produce a different temperature profile above the LCL than exists below it.
Therefore, it can be expected that the LCL will act as an upper limit of the mixed
layer height: the mixed layer can certainly be lower than the LCL, but can probably
not be higher than it.
Chapter 4
Model Description
4.1 Introduction
All climate modeling simulations for this research were implemented in the Fifth Gen-
eration NCAR and Penn State Mesoscale Model (MM5). MM5 is a limited area grid
point model with finite differences centered in time and space, designed to simulate
or predict mesoscale and regional-scale atmospheric circulations. MM5 is run on the
NCAR Cray YMP Computer.
MM5 employs several preprocessing routines to create the experimental study
area. Terrestrial and isobaric meteorological data are horizontally interpolated from a
latitude-longitude mesh to a variable high-resolution domain on a Lambert conformal
projection. The interpolated data are then enhanced with observations from the
standard network of surface and rawinsonde stations using a successive-scan Cressman
technique. Vertical interpolation is performed to convert pressure levels into the sigma
coordinate system of MM5. Sigma surfaces near the ground closely follow the terrain,
and the higher-level sigma surfaces tend to approximate isobaric surfaces.
MM5's prognostic variables are temperature, pressure, wind velocity, and mois-
ture, which is divided into specific humidity, cloud water, rain water, and ice water.
MM5 has a large number of parameterizations and physics assumptions that approx-
imate many atmospheric effects, including a complicated planetary boundary layer,
cumulus cloud formation, and vertical momentum mixing (Haagenson et al. 1993).
Mixed layer height predictions utilize temperature, pressure, and moisture, as well as
numerous diagnostic variables, such as the components of the surface heat balance
equation.
4.2 MM5 Settings for this Research
4.2.1 Spatial Resolution
This experiment is performed on a 1000km by 1000km grid, with grid points spaced
every 50 kilometers apart (i.e., the grid has 20 grid points in both the north-south and
east-west directions). This is fairly coarse resolution compared to many mesoscale
simulations, but is adequate for this experiment. This experiment is essentially a one
dimensional vertical profile study, with the profile located at or near the center of
this coarse grid. As long as the grid simulates realistic conditions near the center, its
horizontal resolution is not important.
The vertical resolution is of greater relevance than the horizontal resolution. This
experiment uses 36 vertical pressure levels (sigma levels) ranging from the land surface
to 100 millibars. The majority of these levels (23) are located within the lowest three
kilometers of the atmosphere, because the details of mixed layer height changes and
turbulent structures are located close to the earth's surface. Therefore, sigma levels
become thicker (and have a coarser vertical resolution) with increasing altitude.
4.2.2 Initial Conditions
The theoretical nature of this experiment requires that idealized settings be imple-
mented for the initial values of all prognostic variables over the entire grid. The initial
conditions are set to nearly idealized values approximating the actual early summer
atmosphere:
e north-south wind is initially zero;
* logarithmic wind profile with velocities ranging from 1.5 to 3 meters/second are
advected across the grid from west to east (see Figure 4-1);
* air temperature follows a dry adiabatic lapse rate up to approximately 1.2 kilo-
meters, at which point a moist adiabatic lapse rate is used (see Figure 4-2);
* specific humidity profile follows an "average" profile for summer conditions in
the middle latitudes (see Figure 4-3); and
* ground temperature randomly varies within a ten degree range around a sea-
sonal average (i.e., 293 ± 5K). Ground temperature is the only variable that is
not initially homogeneous in the horizontal plane.
The latitude and longitude of this experiment are approximately centered over the
state of Nebraska (40 degrees north latitude and 100 degrees west longitude) and the
incoming solar radiation simulates summer weather, with the experiment beginning on
June 10. All points across the grid have identical surface characteristics. The earth's
surface is perfectly flat agricultural land with a constant albedo (.17), emissivity (.92),
and roughness length (15 cm) (Grell et al. 1993). The surface roughness length is
very relevant to this research because it governs the lower atmosphere wind profile.
This profile is important in the forced convection aspect of turbulence (Zhang and
Anthes 1982).
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4.2.3 Model Physics Parameterizations
This experiment uses the "hydrostatic" assumption, which is valid when the horizontal
grid size is equal to or greater than the vertical depth of features of interest. The
hydrostatic approximation causes pressure to be determined only by the mass of the
overlying air at any point (Grell et al. 1993).
Cloud cover is simulated using the Anthes-Kuo cloud scheme. This scheme is
applicable to large and coarse grids and uses moisture convergence to compute con-
vective precipitation (Haagenson et al. 1993). Ice physics are ignored, as are cloud
microphysics effects. Radiatively opaque cloud cover is computed as a function of the
relative humidity, temperature, and wind speed at different points in the grid.
Atmospheric radiation is fairly simple and idealized: the cooling rate depends only
on the temperature (according to an empirical function), with no cloud interactions.
Radiation is computed every 30 minutes, and the computational time step for all
other variables is three minutes. The experiment is run for a seven day period, and
the model's initial conditions are lost after a spinup period of one to two days.
The soil temperature is computed as the residual of the surface energy balance,
following the Blackadar "force-restore" method. Incoming solar radiation (adjusted
by clouds and atmospheric transmissivity) is balanced against all sources of heat loss
(longwave radiation, sensible and latent heat flux, and heat flow to the underlying
soil substrate). If the net flux balance is positive, the soil temperature increases, and
if the balance is negative, the soil cools (Zhang and Anthes 1982; Grell et al. 1993).
This experiment implements the Blackadar high resolution planetary boundary
layer scheme, which is a highly detailed and accurate planetary boundary layer pa-
rameterization that forecasts the vertical mixing of wind, potential temperature, mois-
ture, and cloud water. Surface heat and moisture fluxes are computed from similarity
theory. The bulk Richardson number is used to determine whether the atmospheric
profile is stable or unstable. Unstable conditions activate the Blackadar free convec-
tion parameterization, which models rising plumes of surface air that vertically mix
the lower atmosphere (Zhang and Anthes 1982; Grell et al. 1993).
4.3 Major Modifications to MM5
Two major modifications were made to the MM5 code to increase the model's ability
to serve as a test-bed and numerical laboratory for mixed layer depth studies.
4.3.1 Soil Hydrology
The first MM5 alteration is the inclusion of interactive soil hydrology. The unmodified
version of MM5 assumes that the soil moisture availability is constant in time. The soil
is an isolated portion of the model which is unaffected by the state of the atmosphere.
This simplification saves model memory and calculation time, but acts as a new source
of forcing. With an infinite and unchanging soil moisture condition at the model's
land surface, all atmospheric moisture calculations are constrained. Model output is
highly dependent on the level of soil moisture.
Soil moisture availability is the single most important quantity for land-atmosphere
interactions. Soil moisture partitions incoming radiation into sensible and latent heat
fluxes. Because sensible heat flux is the source of turbulence, this drives the mixed
layer's growth. Larger moisture availabilities produce cooler, moister, and shorter
mixed layers. The temperature is cooler because latent heat flux is a more efficient
dissipator of heat, and this provides less energy to the turbulent plumes that define
the mixed layer height. Soil moisture also directly affects evaporative moisture inputs
into mixed layer, which leads to a number of different feedbacks.
This experiment implements a simple five layer soil model to relate surface mois-
ture availability to the history of rainfall and evaporation. This modification will
relate the mixed layer height to changing soil conditions.
The soil is parameterized into five vertical layers, shallow near the surface, and
becoming thicker with depth. This experiment uses a 1.2 meter soil slab, with in-
dividual thicknesses of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 30 cm, and 60 cm (from the surface to
the bottom). The shallowness of the top layer (five centimeters) enables the model
to better simulate the dry soil conditions present in much of the midwestern United
States: this top layer saturates and dries more rapidly than a thicker layer.
At the beginning of the model run, the layers are all initialized at a certain degree
of saturation, with the soil becoming moister with increasing depth. The top layer
begins at 50 percent saturation, and the bottom layer is treated as a moisture reser-
voir, 100 percent saturated. Soil layers 2, 3, and 4 begin at 60, 70, and 80 percent
saturation, respectively. Some of this moisture drains out of the soil system during
the model spinup period, as the system reaches a stable (nearly hydrostatic) state.
During each timestep, the vertical layers interact with each other. The top layer
receives a moisture input, determined by the amount of precipitation incident upon
the surface. Similarly, the degree of saturation fraction of the surface soil layer and
the amount of incoming solar radiation are used to compute the evaporative moisture
losses from the surface layer. During periods of large precipitation, moisture infiltrates
through the top layer and passes downward to lower layers. When evaporation is
greater than precipitation, the top soil layer dries, and the saturation deficit causes
some moisture to be drawn upwards from lower layers.
The rate of infiltration depends on the saturation of each level. Dry soil infiltrates
at a rapid rate and moist soil infiltrates slowly. To simplify the model, non-infiltrated
precipitation (i.e., precipitation in excess of the top layer's infiltration rate) is treated
as runoff that is lost from the system. Runoff is a function of the top soil layer's
saturation: when the soil is fully saturated, all additional precipitation becomes runoff
until the soil dries.
Grid points do not communicate with each other in the horizontal direction: only
vertical water transport is modeled. Future versions of this parameterization may in-
voke more sophisticated formulations to treat excess water as surface ponding reser-
voirs, or cause excess water at one grid point to flow to adjacent grid points with
lower elevations (note that all elevations are identical in this simulation).
Evaporation is also a function of the top soil layer's saturation: potential evapora-
tion is multiplied by the saturation of the top soil layer to compute actual evaporation.
Over longer time scales, surface moisture availability can be affected by the depletion
of deeper soil moisture reserves, if conditions are dry. Similarly, regions prone to
heavy rainfall will eventually produce an entire column of highly saturated soil.
4.3.2 Cyclical Boundary Conditions
Mixed layer height forecasting experiments require that idealized settings be imple-
mented for the initial and boundary conditions. The wind, moisture, and temperature
forcing at the boundaries have substantial and dramatic effects on the evolution of
the inner domain's atmospheric state, preventing or modifying the establishment of
a final equilibrium. Changes in boundary inputs of temperature and moisture could
easily dominate all other grid-scale processes in the determination of mixed layer
height evolution.
MM5's default boundary conditions involve either constant conditions on all bor-
ders of the grid, or the use of actual meteorological datasets as boundary conditions.
Either way, this process has major impacts on the heat and moisture balance of the
grid, which in turn forces the changing development of the mixed layer.
The second major modification to MM5 is the implementation of cyclical (or
periodic) boundary conditions. Periodic boundary conditions simulate an infinite
grid, by replacing the values of all relevant boundary variables in the border rows or
columns on one side of the grid with variables from the opposite side of the grid. Any
quantity of any variable that exits a grid on one side will re-enter it on the opposite
side. Lateral losses of heat and moisture are virtually reduced to zero.
Periodic boundary conditions involves the transposition of six sets of variables.
These variables have stored values for three different timesteps: the current, forecast
timestep "T", and two prior timesteps ("T-1" and "T-2"). Four of these variables are
three dimensional, and two are two dimensional. This information is summarized in
Table 4-1.
This implementation of cyclical conditions involves the wrapping of three rows
and columns on all edges of the grid. Wrapping three rows produces a more stable
and continuous result than wrapping a single row, since grid points preserve their
relationships with more of their neighbors. Although this is a 20 by 20 grid, MM5
treats the extreme border rows and columns (numbers 1 and N=20) as static boundary
columns outside the dynamic domain. These rows and columns must never be used
Variables Channeled in Timestep T
Quantity Variable Dimensions
East-West Wind UC (J,I,K)
North-South Wind VC (J,I,K)
Air Temperature TC (J,I,K)
Specific Humidity QVC (J,I,K)
Pressure PSC (J,I)
Variables Channeled in Timestep T-1
Quantity Variable Dimensions
East-West Wind UA (I,J,K)
North-South Wind VA (I,J,K)
Air Temperature TA (I,J,K)
Specific Humidity QVA (I,J,K)
Pressure PSA (I,J)
Ground Temperature TGA (I,J)
Variables Channeled in Timestep T-2
Quantity Variable Dimensions
East-West Wind UB (I,J,K)
North-South Wind VB (I,J,K)
Air Temperature TB (I,J,K)
Specific Humidity QVB (I,J,K)
Pressure PSB (I,J)
Ground Temperature TGB (I,J)
Table 4.1: Variables Affected by Channel Boundary Conditions
to update the values of interior points.
For the resulting N-2, or 18 column dynamic grid, the state variables in western
border column 1 are updated at the beginning of each timestep with the values of
variables in eastern interior column N-3 (17). Similarly, column 2 receives the value of
column N-2 (18), and column 3 receives the value of column N-1 (19). On the eastern
side of the grid, the eastern border column number N (20) is updated with variables
from column 4, column N-1 (19) receives the values of column 3, and column N-2 (18)
receives column 2.
The following generic code is an example of this cyclical transposing of the wind
speed variable UA(I,J,K). The I,J,K coordinates represent grid points in the North-
ward, Eastward, and Upward directions. The grid size is represented by the variable
N, and columns numbered 1 and N are the boundary columns.
The first line is a loop that progresses through all N points in a column from south
to north. Similarly, the second line progresses from the surface to the highest altitude
point. These loops insure that all points in the I and K directions will be covered in
the proper sequence. Both loops end with the ENDDO statements at the end of this
block of code.
The remaining lines of code illustrate the transposition process. In line 3, for
example, the westernmost column (column 1) is assigned the value of column (N-3).
DOI = 1, N
DO K = 1, 36
UA(I,1,K)=UA(I,N-3,K)
UA(I,2,K)=UA(I,N-2,K)
UA(I,3,K) =UA (I,N-1,K)
UA(I,N,K)=UA(I,4,K)
UA(I,N-1,K)=UA(I,3,K)
UA (I,N-2,K) =UA(I,2,K)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Conceptually, the two dimensional grid has been folded into the shape of a cylin-
der, with the eastern and western borders overlapping each other. This procedure is
also duplicated in the north-south direction, resulting in a doughnut-shaped (torus)
construct. No edges exist on this final grid: any variable exiting the grid in one
direction effectively wraps around to the opposite side.
4.4 MM5 Application to Mixed Layer Studies
The preceding sections explain how MM5 was adapted for use in mixed layer height
predictions. After the above modifications and parameterizations are implemented
in the MM5 software package, MM5 will simulate a uniform, idealized infinite grid,
capable of producing accurate atmospheric profiles over the center region (farthest
from the boundaries).
The model's state variables are the primary outputs that pertain to mixed layer
height prediction. These variables include potential temperature, specific humidity,
surface pressure, wind speed. Many diagnostic variables are also highly relevant: net
precipitation and evaporation, soil temperature and moisture, and surface fluxes of
latent and sensible heat.
Chapter 5
Model Results
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and interprets the results from the seven day MM5 model run.
Three categories of results are given: two dimensional grid characteristics, detailed
characteristics of the central grid points, and results form the mixed layer height
parameterizations and measurement methods.
The first section provides background information that is critical for understanding
the mixed layer height results. Although mixed layer height calculations only require a
one dimensional vertical profile, this profile must be surrounded in a three dimensional
simulation to create realistic effects. An analysis of the larger grid reveals the trends
that take place in space and time, and some of these trends affect the mixed layer
results.
The second section focuses on the surface heat and radiation balance, the soil
moisture profile, and low-level atmospheric temperature and moisture. These vari-
ables are very relevant to mixed layer calculations, and studying their temporal evo-
lution illustrates the causes of certain mixed layer height changes. These variables
are analyzed at the center of the grid, because this is the location of all mixed layer
height predictions.
Finally, the third section illustrates the mixed layer height results. The mixed
layer height can be directly measured, or at least estimated, from the actual profiles
of both potential temperature and specific humidity. An alternate way to display these
profiles involves the use of gradients of temperature and moisture in lieu of contours.
The mixed layer height is also estimated using the various parameterizations described
in the prior chapter.
5.2 Two Dimensional Grid Analysis
All mixed layer height predictors and measurement methods used in this research
require as input a one dimensional vertical profile of temperature, moisture, wind, and
other variables. However, one dimensional profile studies are unrealistically dependent
upon model forcings and initial conditions. Three dimensional models insure that the
vertical profile is realistic, i.e., that it is an accurate portrayal of potential atmospheric
conditions. This is why the vertical profile used throughout this research to compute
mixed layer height is located above the center of a large spatial grid.
The two dimensional characteristics of the grid are plotted and examined in this
section for several reasons. Any dramatic incongruities, particularly near the center
of the grid, represent potential biases for the mixed layer calculations. Trends in the
values of variables across the grid are relevant to mixed layer dynamics. Finally, the
two dimensional spatial plots also reveal the effectiveness of the cyclical boundary
conditions.
5.2.1 Cumulative Precipitation
The first two figures illustrate cumulative variables. These plots represent the fi-
nal state of the grid, and therefore summarize the grid's entire history. Figure 5-1
displays the cumulative precipitation at the end of day seven. MM5 only computes
precipitation (and many other model variables) at interior rows and columns of the
grid. Also, the precipitation variable is one of a series of "dot" point variables that
are computed on a 19 by 19 matrix instead of 20 by 20. Because rows 1 and 19
are boundary rows, MM5 does not compute the precipitation falling at those places.
Therefore, precipitation falls on rows and columns 2 to 18, which are the rows and
columns present on Figure 5-1.
The predominant feature of the output is the two regions of 10 centimeter cumu-
lative rainfall on the east and west borders, slightly south of center. This corresponds
to a prolonged period of intense precipitation at a single location during day six. Be-
cause conditions leading to this precipitation event occurred near one of the borders,
the periodic boundary conditions then duplicated the event on the other side.
Many MM5 users report similar bursts of precipitation during their simulations.
This unrealistic condition is often caused by a buildup of moisture in one area followed
by a sudden drop in temperature. The periodic boundary conditions increase the
possibility of such an event because moisture is copied back and forth from one side
of the grid to the other. If the moisture starts to disperse on one side, it might be
replaced by moisture from the other. Similarly, the low wind speed throughout this
experiment failed to disperse the moisture buildup.
In this case, the precipitation burst was a random occurrence that had little or
no effect on the experiments. The experiments take place over the center of the grid,
at coordinate (10,10). This point received between .15 and .3 centimeters of rain,
which is reasonable. Apart from the two anomalous points, precipitation is spread
randomly over the grid, with values between .15 and .75 centimeters.
2-D Cumulative Precipitation Contours (cm of rain): End of Day 7
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Figure 5-1: Two Dimensional Cumulative Precipitation
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5.2.2 Cumulative Evaporation
Figure 5-2 is a plot of the total millimeters of water evaporated by the end of day
seven. The grid dimensions are the same as Figure 5-1. Again, the most noticeable
feature of the output is a large region of low evaporation on the west end of the grid,
slightly south of center. A similar, though weaker, feature is present on the east end
of the grid.
This region corresponds to the area of precipitation excess, and is related to it.
Moisture gradually accumulated in this area of the grid during the end of day five
and all of day six. This moisture inhibited evaporation in two ways: it increased the
cloud cover in that area (decreasing solar radiation), and it also caused the air to
remain virtually saturated (decreasing the gradient of moisture between the soil and
the air). When this moisture reached a sufficiently high level, the precipitation burst
occurred.
Apart from this anomalous area, the total evaporation varies fairly evenly over
the grid, with values between 16 and 18 millimeters.
2-D Cumulative Evaporation Contours (mm of water): End of Day 7
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Figure 5-2: Two Dimensional Cumulative Evaporation
5.2.3 Moisture Availability
The remaining two dimensional charts illustrate instantaneous variables. These fig-
ures provide a snapshot of the grid conditions at the end of the simulation. Figure
5-3 displays the moisture availability of the surface. Moisture availability is a dimen-
sionless number that describes the saturation of the topmost soil layer, which is five
centimeters deep in this simulation. Soil with a moisture availability of one is com-
pletely saturated, while a moisture availability of zero is completely dry. Moisture
availability is affected by the entire history of precipitation and evaporation at any
point.
The effects of the excessive precipitation burst are still visible at the end of the
seventh day. The moisture availability is .38 at points that were affected by the
precipitation, which is slightly higher than the rest of the grid. Barring additional
precipitation, this wet area should dry over the next several days.
Most of the grid, including the center, has a moisture availability between .32 and
.34. This is approximately the soil equilibrium point, representing a balance between
precipitation, evaporation, and the depletion of underlying soil moisture reserves.
2-D Moisture Availability Contours: End of Day 7
2 4 6
Figure 5-3:
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Two Dimensional Moisture Availability
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5.2.4 Ground Temperature
Figure 5-4 displays the ground (soil) potential temperature at the end of the simula-
tion. The ground temperature is determined from a surface energy balance at each
timestep: heating effects from solar and longwave radiation, latent and sensible heat,
and heat flow to or from the underlying soil are all computed. A net positive heat
balance warms the soil, and a negative balance cools the soil.
This figure indicates that at the end of the seventh day, many grid locations are
still affected by the earlier precipitation burst, and are approximately two degrees
cooler than the rest of the grid. Two sources of feedback connect the precipitation to
the ground temperature. First, thick cloud cover restricts the solar heat flux, resulting
in a negative soil heat balance and ground cooling. Second, when the clouds disperse
after the rain, the soil moisture will partition more of the solar heat flux into latent
heat flux (evaporation) instead of sensible heat flux. Latent heat is a more efficient
soil cooling mechanism than sensible heat. However, because the region of cooler soil
extends farther to the east than the original precipitation burst, it is likely that cloud
cover is the primary cause of cool soil - the cloud cover is blowing eastward as time
passes.
Most of the grid is unaffected by these factors, and soil temperatures vary between
294 and 295 degrees.
2-D Ground Temperature Contours (degrees K): End of Day 7
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Figure 5-4: Two Dimensional Ground Temperature
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5.2.5 Specific Humidity
Figure 5-5 is an instantaneous picture of the specific humidity content of the lowest
point of the atmosphere. This point represents the moisture at an altitude of 36
meters above the ground. Specific humidity is measured in units of grams of water
per kilogram of dry air (g/kg).
This plot illustrates several features of the model. There is evidence of reasonable
uniformity in the north-south direction, and minor stratification in the east-west
direction. This illustrates the mild westerly wind that blows across all grid points.
Similarly, the cyclical conditions are evident, as the dry air is pushed off the eastern
edge of the grid, and reappears to the west.
Specific humidity values span a realistic range from seven to eight grams per
kilogram.
2-D Specific Humidity (g/kgm), 36 Meter Altitude, End of Day 7
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Figure 5-5: Two Dimensional Specific Humidity at Lowest Sigma Level (36 meters)
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5.2.6 Air Potential Temperature
Figure 5-6 illustrates the potential temperature of the air at an altitude of 36 meters.
This output is consistent with the ground temperatures shown in Figure 5-4. A cool
area exists near the source of the precipitation burst, because less heat is entering the
air column from the soil. Westerly wind is advecting the air eastward, partially cooling
the region adjacent to the precipitation event. The periodic boundary condition effect
is also visible: the cooler temperature along the western border appears immediately
on the eastern side of the grid.
The cooling effect is not dramatic. Most of the grid is between 295.6 and 296.6
degrees Kelvin, and the coolest air is slightly under 295 degrees. The cool region will
most likely vanish within the next day or two, as regular grid conditions return.
2-D Temperature Contours (degrees K) 36 Meter Altitude, End of Day 7
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Figure 5-6: Two Dimensional Potential Temperature at Lowest Sigma Level (36 me-
ters)
5.3 Soil and Atmospheric Diagnostics at the Cen-
ter of the Grid
All mixed layer height calculations in forthcoming sections depend upon the soil and
air conditions at the center of this grid. All grid points are affected by the state of
their neighboring grid points in the vertical and horizontal directions. The preceding
section explored the horizontal state of important soil and air variables, and concluded
that realistic, fairly uniform conditions preside at the center of the grid.
This section will analyze important diagnostic variables in the soil and low level
atmosphere of the grid center. These variables illustrate the nature and magnitude
of land-atmosphere interactions, which are critical for the growth and decline of the
mixed layer height. All of the variables are plotted over the beginning seven day
period. The first one to two days are required for the model to reach a stable,
realistic state. This model spinup time is a feature of all climate simulations.
5.3.1 Surface Energy Balance
Figures 5-7 and 5-8 portray the surface heat balance for this experiment. Figure 5-7
illustrates the energy and flux balance of the land surface throughout the first seven
simulation days. This diagram plots the longwave outgoing flux, sensible and latent
heat fluxes away from the surface, and a substrate flux representing the downward
flow of heat into the subsurface soil. All fluxes are defined as positive away from the
surface. Therefore, when the sensible heat flux becomes negative during the night, it
corresponds to a small flow of heat from the air to the soil.
Two important quantities are not pictured on this diagram. The solar flux is the
major energy source for all other fluxes and for the mixed layer turbulence. It is not
pictured on this diagram because it is fairly periodic from day to day, moving from
zero to a peak between 750 and 800 Wm - 2 before dropping back to zero. Second, the
net surface heating or cooling, which is a residual of the energy balance, is also not
portrayed. The model computes all energy fluxes at every time step, and calculates
a radiation balance at the surface. If more radiation is received at the surface than
emitted, the ground temperature increases, and if more radiation is emitted than
received, the ground temperature decreases.
During the evening, longwave flux (a function of ground temperature) is balanced
by a negative flux into the substrate (i.e., heat is being drawn from the substrate to
account for surface heat losses), a slight negative sensible heat flux, and surface cool-
ing. During the daytime, the tremendous solar input fuels all other fluxes, including
latent and sensible fluxes which are responsible for mixed layer growth.
The magnitudes and evolutionary patterns of all fluxes remains roughly constant
from day to day, except for occasional spikes caused by clouds. The sensible and
latent heat fluxes are approximately equal. During the beginning of the simulation,
the surface moisture availability is .5, and the latent heat flux is very slightly greater
than the sensible heat flux. The soil dries from day to day, the sensible heat flux
grows, and the latent heat flux shrinks, until the sensible heat flux is slightly larger at
the end of the simulation when the moisture availability is approximately .33. These
flux variations are quite minor, and both fluxes have daily maximum values between
250 and 300 Wm - 2 . The latent heat flux becomes extremely small at night, and the
sensible heat flux actually becomes negative as the air warms the ground.
The remaining two fluxes, longwave and substrate, never reach values higher than
approximately 130 Wm - 2. The longwave flux has smaller maximum values than the
substrate flux, but the substrate flux becomes negative during the evenings when the
underlying soil warms the cooler surface soil.
Surface Energy Balance at Grid Center: 7 Day Plot of all Fluxes
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Figure 5-7: Evolution of Surface Energy Fluxes at the Grid Center
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Figure 5-8 is an expansion of the fifth simulation day. The solar flux has been
removed from the figure to more clearly portray the smaller fluxes. All of the fluxes
reach their peak value during the seventh hour shown on this figure, which is approx-
imately noon (hour 113). The sensible and latent fluxes are almost identical until the
afternoon, at which time the sensible flux declines more rapidly. Thus, the bowen
ratio is near unity for these surface conditions. Clouds form during one hour of the
afternoon, causing a temporary downward spike.
Surface Energy Balance at Grid Center: Day 5
Time in Hours
Figure 5-8: Non-solar Fluxes at the Center of the Grid, Day 5
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5.3.2 Soil Moisture Profile
Figure 5-9 is a plot of the soil moisture availability of all five soil layers at the grid
center. The vertical axis is a plot of moisture availability, with a value of "1" (along
the top) indicating complete saturation. The top soil layers are moister than the
bottom layers, and therefore appear at the bottom of this diagram.
The top layer, with a thickness of only five centimeters, is shallow, and very
sensitive to surface energy fluxes. This layer is in contact with the atmosphere.
Evaporation directly depletes the moisture content of the top layer, and precipitation
directly increases it.
The deeper layers increase in thickness from 10 centimeters (layer two) to 60
centimeters (layer five). The fifth layer is initially saturated, and remains saturated
throughout the experiment. All other layers dry rapidly during the first day's model
spinup, decline gradually for the next several days, and gradually reach the near
hydrostatic equilibrium.
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Figure 5-9: Evolution of Moisture Content of Five Soil Layers at the Grid Center
5.3.3 Potential Temperature of the Lowest Air Layer
Figure 5-10 portrays the changing potential temperature of the lowest atmospheric
layer, which extends from the surface to a height of 36 meters. This variable is
initialized at slightly over 294 degrees Kelvin.
The potential temperature varies between three and four degrees each day, as a
response to solar radiation and other heating factors. These diurnal variations are not
constant throughout the simulation. Both the maximum and minimum temperatures
rise during the first six days. This is the model's attempt to reach a temperature
equilibrium.
It is possible that the model has achieved this equilibrium at the end of the
simulation. The sixth and (partial) seventh days have exactly the same maxima and
minima.
Potential Temperature at Lowest Sigma Level (36 meters)
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Figure 5-10: Evolution of the Potential Temperature of the Lowest Sigma Level (36
meter altitude) Above the Center of the Grid
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5.3.4 Specific Humidity of the Lowest Air Layer
Figure 5-11 is a plot of the changing specific humidity of the lowest atmospheric
layer, measured in grams of water per kilogram of dry air. The layer was initialized
at approximately seven grams per kilogram. After the model spinup process was
completed (between day one and two) the specific humidity settles into a repeating
pattern.
The major factor influencing specific humidity is the mixed layer turbulence. After
sunrise of each day, convection starts at the surface and carries moisture throughout
the mixed layer. This causes the periodic sharp drops in specific humidity. When the
turbulence dies down in the late afternoon, the atmosphere becomes stratified, and
moisture builds up from the surface.
These fluctuations do not produce a net increase or decrease in specific humidity,
but merely vary the values between approximately 5.8 and 7.5 grams per kilogram.
Specific Humidity at Lowest Sigma Level (36 meters)
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Figure 5-11: Evolution of the Specific Humidity of the Lowest Sigma Level (36 meter
altitude) Above the Center of the Grid
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5.4 Mixed Layer Height Measurements
This final section presents the results of this research. The atmospheric mixed layer
height is a complex quantity, subject to several definitions that do not always agree.
Because of turbulence within the mixed layer, the top of the mixed layer should
correspond to the beginning of the inversion layer, where potential temperature and
specific humidity are no longer constant with height. This definition is difficult to
apply to actual atmospheric data. In the non-idealized atmosphere, small gradients
of potential temperature and moisture are present throughout the mixed layer. Also,
potential temperature and specific humidity are not always consistent with each other.
Mixed layer height parameterizations are also inconsistent with each other, which
is to be expected. The parameterizations use different variables to model the mixed
layer height, and the predictive results reflect the differences in these variables.
The following sections illustrate different methods of measuring the mixed layer
height. Potential temperature and specific humidity contours and gradients are plot-
ted on different scales to highlight different features of the changing vertical profiles.
5.4.1 Potential Temperature Contours
Figure 5-12 is a plot of vertical contours of potential temperature throughout the
initial seven days of the experiment. This figure portrays 3.5 kilometers of a vertical
profile (measured over the center of the grid) at one hour intervals. Temperatures are
measured at the lowest 23 atmospheric layers.
The first two days of the output reflect the model spinup time, as the initial
conditions are forgotten. Several features are noticeable after that point. Surface
stratification builds upwards each evening from the ground to a maximum height
between 500 and 1,000 meters. This is evident in the 295, 296, and 297 degree contours
that stretch upwards at 24 hour intervals. At sunrise of each day, these contours drop
off rapidly, corresponding with the destruction of the surface stratification.
Mixed layer turbulence is visible during these periods between surface stratifica-
tions. At these times, there are virtually no contours between the surface and either
Potential Temperature Contours (Kelvin) for Seven Days, 3.6 KM
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Figure 5-12: Potential Temperature Contours
the 297 or 298 degree contour line. The air within this region is homogeneous enough
to vary less than one degree over a two kilometer height. The daily rise and fall of
the mixed layer is also visible in the cyclical behavior of these contours.
The gradual warming of the grid is also noticeable from this plot. Warm air
gradually extends lower throughout the run, as shown by the descending 297 and 298
degree contours. However, the 298 degree contour line is no longer descending at the
end of the simulation, possibly illustrating equilibrium. Although this figure provides
evidence of convective mixing, it is not possible to measure a mixed layer height from
this information alone.
Potential Temperature Contours (Kelvin) Day 5
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Figure 5-13: Potential Temperature Contours for Day 5 (Hour 115 is local noon)
Figure 5-13 is a magnification of Figure 5-12, focusing on the fifth day of the
experiment. Surface stratification is present at the beginning of day 5, indicated by
the three contour lines extending from the surface to a height of 900 meters. These
contours vanish, and the 297 degree contour drops close to the ground as soon as
the rising sun warms the soil and produces turbulence. Stratification appears again
approximately nine hours later as the soil starts to cool.
There is no obvious limit to the mixed layer on this diagram. Although the 298
degree contour marks the beginning of strong stratification, it does not respond to
the surface forcing.
5.4.2 Potential Temperature Gradients
Figure 5-14 illustrates a new method of interpreting the potential temperature infor-
mation. Instead of plotting the changing temperature of each atmospheric layer, this
diagram illustrates the changing vertical gradient of potential temperature, in units
of degrees Kelvin per kilometer.
Three contours are shown, representing gradients of one, two, and three degrees
Kelvin per kilometer. Furthermore, this information is only plotted for the daytime
hours, because evening gradients become convoluted and hard to distinguish.
The gradients can be divided into three vertical groups. The lowest series of
gradients clearly illustrates the dynamics of the surface stratification. At sunrise of
each day. three sets of gradients reach from the surface to a height of more than one
kilometer. This indicates gradients from one to three degrees per kilometer, with the
largest gradient (i.e., the most stratified air) closest to the surface. Several hours
after sunrise of each day, these gradients drop rapidly. The two and three degree per
kilometer gradients vanish entirely, and the one degree per kilometer gradient levels
off at a height of approximately 400 meters. At the end of each day, this gradient
line starts to rise again, and a small circle close to the ground indicates the presence
of more stratified air.
The middle set of gradient contours is the most relevant to mixed layer studies.
After the model is finished with the spinup process (during day two) an unusual
pattern forms each day at an altitude between 1.5 and 2.2 kilometers. One closed
rectangular contour, representing the one degree per kilometer gradient, is present
each morning at an altitude between 1,500 and 1,700 meters. A second closed shape
is next to the first, but this one is slightly higher (1,700 to 2,200 meters) and occurs
later in the afternoon. The second pattern is actually a set of two or three gradients,
spanning the range between one and three degrees per kilometer.
This middle group of gradient lines is the lowest portion of the inversion layer.
The first rectangle of each day represents the lowest portion of the inversion layer.
The early morning mixed layer is virtually nonexistent, because surface stratification
extends very high for the first few hours. However, at the time when the surface
stratification is declining rapidly, the mid level gradients are being lifted upwards.
This is the result of turbulent convection, and the movement of this stratified region
marks the growth of the mixed layer.
The top series of gradients begin at an altitude of approximately 2,500 kilometers,
and are fairly stable from day to day. This set of gradients is an extension of the
entrainment zone that begins at the second set of gradients. The separation between
the second and third sets of gradients is an artifact of the gradients selected for
display, and merely indicates that the inversion layer is stratified at its lowest point,
then becomes less stratified, and then becomes more stratified again with altitude.
On days five to seven, the lowest line of the top series of gradients clearly reacts to
turbulence from below.
Gradient Contours (Degrees per Kilometer) for Seven Days, 3.6 KM
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Figure 5-14: Potential Temperature Gradients
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Figure 5-15 is a simplification of Figure 5-14 in two respects. First, only a single
gradient, representing one degree per kilometer, is illustrated. Second, the lowest 500
meters of the atmosphere are not shown.
This simplified picture highlights some of the relevant aspects of the prior figure.
The surface stratification plume rises up each morning, directly underneath the mid
level gradient. A vertical distance of less than 300 meters separates the surface
gradient from the mid-level gradient. This probably implies that the mixed layer is
nonexistent in the early morning: a different choice of gradient, such as .75 degrees
per kilometer, would diminish the distance between these two areas until it vanishes.
Two effects occur each day when the surface turbulence begins. The surface
stratification erodes away extremely quickly, dropping hundreds of meters in one
hour. Also, the inversion layer rises as the turbulence pushes it upwards. Days five
and six are the best demonstrations of the mixed layer growth. Half of the inversion
layer is lifted each day by several hundred meters. At the end of day five, a small
sliver indicates that the inversion layer has fallen to its stable position just before
sunset.
Gradient Contours (One Deg/Km) for Seven Days, Restricted Altitudes
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Figure 5-15: Potential Temperature Contours and the 1.5 Degree/Kilometer Gradient
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Figure 5-16 combines the potential temperature contour and gradient diagrams,
and focuses only on day five of the experiment. This is a superposition of the one
degree per kilometer gradient plot on the temperature contours in Figure 5-13. The
gradient is the solid lines, and the contours are dotted. The contour lines coincide
with the gradients fairly closely. The decline and rise of the surface stratification and
the 2,500 meter stratification are the closest correlations.
Overall, the potential temperature gradient can be used to measure the changing
mixed layer height during the daytime hours if the lowest occurrence of the one degree
per kilometer plot is measured throughout the day, ignoring the surface stratification.
The detail of this figure enables the changing mixed layer to be approximated.
Immediately after hour 112, the surface stratification has fallen to less than 500
meters, but an overhanging portion of the gradient line is stable at a height of one
kilometer. Between hours 113 and 114, this portion of the gradient has vanished, and
the new closest-to-surface gradient is the fairly stable inversion layer between 1,500
and 1,800 meters. This layer persists until hour 114 when it is lifted by the midday
turbulence to the highest mixed layer altitude of approximately 2,000 meters. By
hour 120, this layer has fallen to 1,500 meters, and it continues to sink after that
point.
Potential Temperature Contours (Dotted) and Gradient (Solid) Day 5
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Figure 5-16: Potential Temperature Contours and Gradient for Day 5
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5.4.3 Specific Humidity Contours
Figure 5-17 begins the specific humidity diagrams. In comparison to the potential
temperature, specific humidity has advantages and disadvantages as a mixed layer
predictor. Although specific humidity is homogenized by turbulence, other factors
such as condensation can alter the vertical profile. However, specific humidity is
more of a passive tracer than potential temperature.
The contours of humidity portray the same processes indicated by the potential
temperature contours. Two days of spinup time are followed by five cyclical days and
nights. Surface stratification rises from the ground each evening, and vanishes in the
morning when turbulence begins.
The upper contour lines are always changing in the opposite direction as the
surface contour. During the night, the upper atmosphere dries slightly as moisture
precipitates out or sinks. During the day, moisture evaporated from the surface is
lifted upwards, to replenish nocturnal losses.
Once again, the actual contours of specific humidity are not relevant to the devel-
opment of the mixed layer. The six gram per kilogram contour is positioned roughly
at the top of the mixed layer, but this is coincidental and approximate. Contours are
useful for analyzing trends, but not actual heights.
Specific Humidity Contours (g/kgm) At Grid Center
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Figure 5-17: Specific Humidity Contours: 7 Days
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5.4.4 Specific Humidity Gradients
Figure 5-18 is a plot of the vertical gradients of specific humidity, using units of grams
of water per kilogram of air per kilometer of altitude. Two gradients, -1 gram per
kilometer, and -2 grams per kilometer, are shown. These values are negative because
humidity decreases with height. Data are only shown for the daytime hours because
nocturnal gradients are complex and not relevant to mixed layer growth.
Throughout the simulation, the stronger gradient (-2 grams per kilometer) only
exists inside the weaker one in the atmospheric layer between 2 and 2.5 kilometers.
This represents the strongest gradient of the most stratified portion of the inversion
layer. The lowest point of the inversion layer is beneath this altitude, as illustrated
by the -1 lines. On days four through seven, the -1 gram per kilometer contour
traces a plausible mixed layer top, growing and shrinking as turbulence increases and
decreases.
Specific Humidity Gradients (grams/kin) At Grid Center, 7 Days
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Figure 5-18: Specific Humidity Gradients: Days Only
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Figure 5-19 illustrates the similarities and degree of agreement between the two
gradient diagrams. The dotted lines on this figure are the 1 degree per kilometer
potential temperature gradients from Figure 5-14, and the solid lines are the -1 gram
per kilometer specific humidity gradients from Figure 5-18. Only daytime data are
shown.
The two sets of gradients overlap in the 1,500 to 2,200 meter region, and react
consistently to surface forcings. It is possible to use this diagram to approximate the
changing mixed layer height in the late morning to evening: gradients rise and fall as
turbulence increases and decreases.
In contrast, only the potential temperature gradients portray the surface stratifi-
cation in the early morning. Humidity gradients reach close to the surface, but not
all the way.
Humidity Gradient (solid) and Temperature Gradient (Dotted)
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Figure 5-19: Specific Humidity and Potential Temperature Gradients: Days Only
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5.4.5 Comparison of Potential Temperature and Specific
Humidity Gradients
Figure 5-20 is a magnification of the fifth day shown on Figure 5-19. The dotted lines
on this figure are the 1 degree per kilometer gradients, and the solid lines are the -1
gram per kilometer gradients.
The humidity gradient is a fairly accurate portrayal of the expected mixed layer
evolution, and coincides closely with the potential temperature gradient's measure-
ment of mixed layer height. The humidity gradient begins near the ground, at under
500 meters, and climbs steadily to a height of approximately 2,000 meters between
late morning hour 112 and noon hour 114. The humidity gradient declines in the
afternoon and eventually reaches a height of approximately 1,600 meters before the
measurements were stopped.
The humidity gradient continually moves through the potential temperature gra-
dient regions, particularly during the mixed layer growth period. In conclusion, either
specific humidity or potential temperature can be used to measure the height of the
mixed layer during daytime hours. The one degree per kilometer potential tempera-
ture gradient will be used in the following section to represent the mixed layer height.
Humidity Gradient (solid) and Temperature Gradient (Dotted)
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Figure 5-20: Specific Humidity and Potential Temperature Gradients: Days Only
5.5 Mixed Layer Height Parameterizations
The following section presents the results from the mixed layer height parameter-
izations from Chapter 3. The first group of diagrams display the changing mixed
layer height prediction produced by each parameterization throughout the seven day
model simulation. However, many of the parameterizations are only valid during
the daytime hours, or during the morning and early afternoon hours of mixed layer
growth. In these cases, the mixed layer height is reset to zero when the model becomes
inapplicable.
Some of these parameterizations are then compared to the contour and gradient
measurements described in the preceding section. This comparison is performed both
visually, and by statistically comparing the root mean square deviations in mixed
layer height prediction and measurement.
5.5.1 The Jump Models
Figure 5-21 presents the jump model mixed layer height predictions. The horizontal
axis shows the seven days of the model simulation, although the first two days are
affected by model spinup effects that might bias the predictions. The vertical axis is
mixed layer height, in meters.
The different jump models use different variables, including sensible heat flux,
latent heat flux, and surface friction velocity, along with the magnitude of the poten-
tial temperature jump at the base of the inversion layer, to compute the mixed layer
growth during each daytime hour. These methods are not valid for the collapse of
the mixed layer. Therefore, mixed layer predictions are displayed for the period from
sunrise until two hours past the peak solar flux. Note that the potential temperature
jump is set to a constant value (.5 degrees Kelvin) for all models at all times. This
is rather arbitrary, and will affect the comparisons. The temperature jump is an ar-
tifact of simplifying the shape of the potential temperature profile into a mixed layer
capped by an inversion of some depth.
Figure 5-21 is a graphical representation of the mixed layer predictions. The jump
models always have the same relationship to each other, caused by the magnitude of
each model's input variables. The smallest of all the jump predictors is the Tennekes
model, which is also the simplest. Tennekes uses the sensible heat flux, and no other
variable, to model the turbulence that drives the mixed layer. Since this model
neglects other sources of turbulence, its predictions are expectedly small, averaging
between 750 and 1,050 meters at the highest point.
The next largest model predictions are produced by Novak. Novak expands upon
Tennekes by including a term to model turbulence caused by latent heat fluxes. This
increases the predictions by about 30 percent, and produces maximum mixed layer
heights between 1,050 and 1,450 meters.
The Culf model is next in the series. Culf begins with the Tennekes parameteriza-
tion, and adds a term to include the surface turbulence effects that are proportional
to the surface friction velocity. Culf predictions range from 1,350 to 1,800 meters.
Finally, the Combination model is predictably the parameterization that yields the
tallest mixed layers. This model adds together all effects modeled in the Culf, Novak,
and Tennekes models and predicts mixed layers between 1,600 and 2,150 meters.
Jump Models: Mixed Layer Height Estimates
Time in Days
Figure 5-21: Jump Model Mixed Layer Height Estimates
5.5.2 The Lapse Models
Figure 5-22 portrays the lapse model mixed layer height predictions. The lapse models
occur in two categories. The McNaughton and Stull models are fairly similar to the
Tennekes jump model, but replace the potential temperature jump with the potential
temperature lapse rate in the inversion layer. The two Steyn models are quite different
from most other predictors, because they model the actual height at any time, instead
of the height change between timesteps.
Lapse rates are computed using the same method as potential temperature jumps.
The Zhang-Anthes height prediction is used to determine the atmospheric layer con-
taining the inversion layer, and the lapse rate of potential temperature across that
layer is used as the inversion lapse rate. Daily lapse rates are shown in Table 5-1.
Potential Temperature Lapse Rates
(in degrees Kelvin per Kilometer)
Day Average `.re.e Standard Deviationkilometer
One 2.859 1.506
Two 2.650 0.928
Three 3.402 1.079
Four 2.435 1.806
Five 3.417 0.967
Six 3.236 1.850
Seven 2.699 1.328
All Days 2.986 1.334
Table 5.1: Average Potential Temperature Lapse Rates in the Inversion Layer
Figure 5-22 illustrates the relationship between all of the lapse models. The Mc-
Naughton and Stull models define the growing layer, and reset to zero when the
period of mixed layer growth is over. The Stull model is always slightly higher than
the McNaughton model because it includes a correction factor that multiplies the
predictions by 1.2. The McNaughton heights range between 1,200 and 1,600 meters
on different days, and the Stull heights are between 1,300 and 1,800 meters.
The two Steyn predictors model a rising and falling layer, unlike the others. The
Steyn models differ from each other because they model completely different sources
of mixed layer turbulence: sensible and latent heat flux for the "t" and "q" models,
respectively. The sensible heat prediction fairly accurately predicts the maximum
mixed layer height, although the evolution is not accurate at all times. Sensible heat
maximum predictions range from 1,800 to 2,100 meters. The latent heat prediction,
in contrast, predicts shorter mixed layers, with maximum heights between 1,300 and
1,500 meters.
Lapse Models: Mixed Layer Height Estimates
Time in Days
Figure 5-22: Lapse Model Mixed Layer Height Estimates
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5.5.3 The Integral and Physical Models
Figure 5-23 portrays the final mixed layer height predictors and measurements. The
Garratt model is a predictive parameterization that uses two parameters to compute
the mixed layer height during daytime hours: the potential temperature lapse rate
near the ground shortly after sunrise, and the integral of total solar radiation since
sunrise. This is the only integral model used in this research, but it is functionally
similar to the jump and lapse rate models. The Garratt height is only valid during
the period of mixed layer growth from sunrise until the mid afternoon, and is set to
zero otherwise.
The LCL and Zhang-Anthes methods are not predictors of the mixed layer height,
but attempt to measure regions that correspond to physical phenomena. The LCL
is the approximation of the altitude at which rising mixed layer air parcels become
saturated. The Zhang-Anthes height is the end point of the simulated lifting of surface
air. This process lifts a parcel of near-surface air 20 percent higher than the level
of neutral temperature buoyancy. This height should place the parcels somewhere
within the inversion layer. The LCL can be measured at any time in the day or
night, but the Zhang-Anthes height is only computed during convective conditions,
and is set to zero in the evenings.
Finally, the "Gradient" height is simply the lowest altitude that has a 1 degree
per kilometer potential temperature gradient. For the remainder of this research, this
gradient height will be considered the baseline approximation of the actual measured
mixed layer height. The gradient height is shown on this diagram for all times, but
results are only valid during the daytime, particularly during the period of mixed
layer growth.
Figure 5-23 illustrates these different results and predictions. The Garratt model
predicts very short mixed layers for the first four days (maximum heights between
1,200 and 1,500 meters), and taller mixed layers (maximum of 1,800 and 2,000 meters)
for the last two days that are fairly similar to the gradient measurement. Because the
solar radiation is fairly constant for all days, these variations are largely a function
Potential Temperature Lapse Rates
Measured Near the Surface at Sunrise
(in degrees Kelvin per Kilometer)
Day Sunrise k0oeterkilometer
One 2.715
Two 3.034
Three 2.103
Four 2.157
Five 2.256
Six 1.257
Seven 1.103
Average 2.089
Table 5.2: Potential Temperature Lapse Rates near the Surface at Sunrise
of the lapse rates near the surface at sunrise, shown in Table 5-2.
The LCL height is always higher than the gradient measurement during the period
of mixed layer growth. This is an expected result, because the Lifting Condensation
Level often physically occurs at some point within the inversion layer. During the
evening, the temperature of the mixed layer decreases and the humidity increases,
enabling moisture within lifted parcels to condense at lower altitudes. LCL maximum
heights range from 2,000 to 2,700 meters.
The Zhang-Anthes method produces predictions that consistently exceed all other
measurements and predictions. The Zhang-Anthes predictions typically include one
measurement per day that is much higher than the others. This measurement occurs
close to the noon hour, at a point where the inversion layer is fairly weak, and
does not provide much resistance to the buoyancy momentum. Maximum Zhang-
Anthes heights range from 2,200 to 3,100 meters. The Zhang-Anthes predictions are
based on penetrative convection, which overestimates the mixing depth of the lower
atmosphere.
Finally, the gradient measurement traces the mixed layer that is used as a com-
parison for all other predictors. This measurement is limited to discrete mixed layer
heights corresponding to the altitudes of the model's atmospheric layers. This ex-
plains the rectangular, jagged pattern of height increases. On most days the mixed
layer grows by a series of jumps to a maximum value, remains at that value for at
least an hour, and shrinks by a similar process. Maximum measured mixed layer
heights range from 1,590 meters to 2,040 meters.
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Figure 5-23: Integral and Physical Model Mixed Layer Height Estimates, and Gradi-
ent Measurements
5.5.4 Qualitative Comparison of Different Methods
The following section provides superimposed diagrams of gradient profiles and the
physical height predictions. This exercise is performed to verify the accuracy of the
gradient height measurement and to contrast the LCL and Zhang-Anthes predictions
against actual data.
Figure 5-24 superimposes the physical predictions onto a diagram of the one degree
per kilometer gradient definition for the mixed layer height, represented by solid lines.
The solid line "gradient" measurement prediction is simply a collection of the lowest
occurrence of the dotted line contours throughout the daytime hours.
For approximately one hour a day, the Zhang-Anthes predictions overshoot the
entire inversion layer and come to a stop in the overlying, heavily stratified air. This
occurs during periods of maximum turbulence. Otherwise, the Zhang-Anthes points
are scattered in the middle inversion, although they often define the top of the inver-
sion layer, and not the lowest point where the mixed layer ends.
The LCL traces a fairly consistent path through the inversion layer that arguably
models the rise and some of the collapse of the mixed layer. The lowest points of the
LCL overlap the late night surface stratification on several days, and the maximum
height of the LCL occasionally extends into the overlying heavily stratified air during
peak turbulence. The relationship between mixed layer processes and the LCL is
highly relevant, and feedbacks between turbulence and condensation must be clearly
understood if mixed layer predictions are to be improved.
Gradient Contours (One Deg/Km) for Seven Days, Restricted Altitudes
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Figure 5-24: Potential Temperature Gradient and two Physical Mixed Layer Height
Estimates
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Figure 5-25 superimposes the physical predictors (including the one degree per
kilometer gradient definition for the mixed layer height) onto a diagram of -1 gram
per kilometer specific humidity gradients, shown as dotted lines. Throughout the
diagram, the degree of correlation between the humidity gradients and the physical
predictors is extremely high.
The humidity gradient often traces the outline of the solid potential temperature
"gradient" line, reiterating the interdependence of the two quantities. The humidity
gradient contour often has a peak during the midday turbulence, and the potential
temperature gradient often fills this peak with its prediction. The lowest reaches of
the humidity gradient also follow the lower portions of the temperature gradient.
The LCL is more closely correlated with the specific humidity gradients than with
potential temperature, especially on day four. This is a relevant observation, because
specific humidity is affected by condensation, and the specific humidity gradients are
a sign of stratification caused by both the cessation of mixing, and the beginning of
condensation and precipitation.
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Specific Humidity Gradients and Mixed Layer Heights
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Figure 5-25: Potential Temperature Gradient, Contours, and Physical Predictors
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Figure 5-26 combines physical predictors, temperature, and humidity gradients for
the fifth simulation day. Potential temperature gradients are dotted, and humidity
gradients are solid.
The asterisks and circles illustrate the exact relationship between gradient mea-
sured mixed layers and the Zhang-Anthes prediction for this day. Zhang Anthes is
consistently the larger of the two, sometimes by as little as 100 meters (during the late
afternoon) and other times by over 1,000 meters (during the morning growth period).
The one anomalous point occurs during hour 118, when Zhang Anthes predicts a col-
lapsing mixed layer, and the gradient measurement is still reacting to stratification
in the 2,000 meter region.
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Humidity Gradient (solid) and Temperature Gradient (Dotted)
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Figure 5-26: Potential Temperature Gradient, Contours, and Physical Predictors
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5.5.5 Quantitative Comparison of Different Methods
Because of the qualitative nature of this research, a numerical evaluation of different
mixed layer parameterizations is difficult. Many approximations and assumptions
are inherent in the calculation methods, including the calculation of the baseline
"gradient" measurement that is used to validate all predictive parameterizations. The
qualitative evaluations in the preceding section are valuable measures of the results
and successes of each method.
The most applicable statistical evaluation of mixed layer height predictions is the
root mean square (RMS) difference. This quantity is a measure of the degree of
deviation between any two datasets. An RMS analysis can determine how closely
each predictive parameterization corresponds to the gradient measurement of actual
mixed layer height. RMS is also sensitive to biases between variables.
The data used for the first RMS comparison are the daytime and early afternoon
predictions corresponding to the mixed layer growth. Only the six (or seven) hours of
data per day throughout the entire 28 day simulation were included in the analysis,
and the first day was excluded because of model spinup biases. The first six (or seven)
hours correspond to the growth phase of the mixed layer, and most of the predictors
are not capable of predicting the mixed layer collapse.
RMS results are shown in Table 5-3. Only relative improvements in RMS should
be considered, since the predictions involved specification of parameters that affect
the results (e.g., AO in Jump models).
The values in the second column (labelled "RMS Difference") indicate the aver-
age deviation in meters between data points in the predictions and data points in
the gradient measurement during the morning and early afternoons. RMS should be
viewed as a fraction of the height scale of the mixed layer (one to two kilometers).
The smallest value, approximately 259 meters for the Combination Jump Model, in-
dicates the closest correlation to measured data. This is followed by the Culf method,
Garratt, Zhang-Anthes, Novack, and McNaughton, in order of increasing deviation.
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RMS Differences
Mixed Layer Parameterizations vs. Gradient Measurement
(in meters)
Method Name RMS Difference
Tennekes 670.1
Culf 347.3
Novack 453.2
Combination 259.1
McNaughton 467.1
Stull 550.8
Steyn (T) 868.0
Steyn (Q) 630.7
Garratt 428.5
LCL 731.4
Zhang-Anthes 437.2
Table 5.3: RMS Differences Between Mixed Layer Parameterizations and Gradient
Measurements
McNaughton is the last method to deviate by less than 500 meters from the gradient
measurements. The approximations inherent in this study are responsible for some
of these deviations. For example, the gradient measurement is restricted to discrete
heights that correspond to the model's atmospheric layers. This incorporates a round-
ing error equal to the depths of many of the model layers in the lower atmosphere,
which is usually between 100 and 200 meters.
Overall, three of the jump models, one of the lapse models, a physical predictor,
and the one integral model produced fairly reasonable values. The jump models, lapse
models, integral model, and Zhang-Anthes model all calculate fairly reasonable mixed
layer growth profiles throughout the morning and early afternoon, although the scale
of the profile varies from model to model. The Combination and Culf models are
particularly accurate predictors, respectively over and underestimating the gradient
profile by fairly small amounts.
The methods that deviate by more than 500 meters do so for a variety of rea-
sons. Two of the models produce reasonable profiles but incorrect scale magnitudes.
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Tennekes is consistently the smallest predictor, because it does not include all of the
relevant mixed layer turbulence sources. The shape of the Tennekes growth profile is
reasonable, but all of the values are much smaller than the measured layer heights.
This could simply be due to an incorrect specification of AO, for example. In contrast,
the Stull lapse model overpredicts the mixed layer height throughout the day.
The Steyn and LCL models are fairly reasonable predictors of the maximum mixed
layer height, but do not produce realistic growth patterns. Both of the Steyn methods
are sensitive to small atmospheric anomalies, and produce widely varying predictions
throughout the day instead of a smooth growth curve. The LCL predicts a fairly
reasonable (but slightly too large) mixed layer height, but never drops below 1,400
meters. Since the gradient measurement starts each morning at heights close to the
ground, huge initial deviations bias this method.
A similar comparison accounts for errors in the growth pattern, and focuses on
the maximum mixed layer predictions. This analysis only computes RMS deviations
for one hour each day corresponding to the noon or early afternoon hour of maximum
turbulence. These results are shown in Table 5-4.
This comparison illustrates the accuracy of each method at producing the correct
maximum mixed layer height over the 27 day adjusted model simulation (the first day
is not used). The Combination jump model is the most accurate maximum height
predictor, followed by LCL, Culf, McNaughton, and Stull. Again, the two Steyn
models are inconsistent from day to day, because they react dramatically to local
temperature or heat flux anomalies. All of the other lapse and jump parameterizations
underpredict the mixed layer height, and Zhang-Anthes overpredicts it.
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RMS Differences and Average Values
Mixed Layer Parameterizations vs. Gradient Measurement
Maximum Daily Heights (in meters)
Method Name RMS Difference Average Daily Maximum Height
Gradient Measurement n/a 1734.3
Tennekes 840.8 943.9
Culf 407.4 1428.5
Novak 541.7 1288.9
Combination 296.0 1712.8
McNaughton 423.4 1684.1
Stull 447.2 1862.0
Steyn (T) 537.4 1824.6
Steyn (Q) 808.4 1418.5
Garratt 473.2 1583.3
LCL 373.9 2039.5
Zhang-Anthes 483.9 2155.7
Table 5.4: RMS Differences Between Mixed Layer Parameterizations and Gradient
Measurements
5.6 Regression of Mixed Layer Height on Surface
Fluxes
The growth of the mixed layer is dependent upon the interaction of many factors. A
regression analysis was performed to calculate the relevance of the three meteorolog-
ical variables used by the different jump models: sensible heat flux, latent heat flux,
and surface friction velocity. These variables are defined in Chapter 3.
The regression data cover the period of mixed layer growth, between the morning
and the early afternoon. The four week data set is used, although the first day is
excluded because of model spinup bias.
The regression's dependent variable is dh/dt, which is the change in the gradient
method's measured mixed layer height during one hour. The majority of dh/dt values
are positive, because the data set covers the mixed layer's growth period. Some of
the dh/dt values are zero, because the mixed layer height remains constant at some
points of the day. Two outliers indicate negative dh/dt values, possibly due to clouds.
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The first regression analysis computes the relationship between sensible heat flux
and mixed layer height, according to the formula:
dhdh = R1 * H8  (5.1)
dt
R1 represents the regression coefficient that results in the most accurate fit be-
tween the dependent and independent variables. The results of this regression are
shown in Table 5-5.
Regression Results
Gradient Height Change as a Function of
Sensible Heat Flux
r2 Value .328
R1 Coefficient 2.806 ± 0.022 (95 percent confidence)
Table 5.5: Regression Results: Mixed Layer Height versus Sensible Heat
The 72 value indicates the fraction of the variance explained by the regression.
A value of .328 (approximately 33 percent) indicates that the data are subject to
processes not explained by sensible heat variations. One source of the unexplained
variance is the restriction of the mixed layer heights to the discrete values that rep-
resent the model's atmospheric layers. Sensible heat varies continuously over a wide
spectrum of values, but mixed layer height is restricted to a small number of values.
The R1 coefficient, 2.806, is the slope of the best fit line between sensible heat
flux and dh/dt. According to Equation (3.1), h= CHH, the slope of the line isd-¥ paCpAO'
represented by C , where CH equals 0.2, determined from entrainment theory and
confirmed empirically (Tennekes, 1973; Driedonks, 1982). The CH value for this data
set is computed using the R1 coefficient:
CH
R1 = (5.2)
resulting in CH = .499. The R1 coefficient's range of values (i.e., the difference
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between the maximum and minimum R1 values within the 95 percent confidence in-
terval) is only .044, which is less than 2 percent of the magnitude of the R1 coefficient.
Although the low r2 value indicates that the data are highly variable, the small range
of R1 values (i.e., the highly robust R1 slope) indicate a definite relation between the
two quantities.
Figure 5-27 illustrates the distribution of this data set. The horizontal axis is the
sensible heat flux, and the vertical axis is the value of dh/dt (m/hour- ') for each
hour. Because the dh/dt jumps are limited to discrete values, the data points are
lined in horizontal strips. A general trend is evident, correlating small heat fluxes
with small height increases, and large fluxes with large jumps. However, the wide
spread of the data explains why the r 2 value is as low as it is.
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Scatter Plot: Sensible Heat vs. Mixed Layer Height Changes
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Figure 5-27: Correlation between Sensible Heat Flux (W m 2 ) and Mixed Layer Height
Changes (m hour 1)
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The second regression includes the effects of latent heat flux upon mixed layer
height, according to the formula:
dh
- = R1 * H, + R2 * AE (5.3)dt
In this case, the regression has two independent variables with which to model
the changes in mixed layer height. These results are shown in Table 5-6.
Regression Results
Gradient Height Change as a Function of
Sensible and Latent Heat Flux
r 2 Value .331
R1 Coefficient 2.281 ± 0.049 (95 percent confidence)
R2 Coefficient .759 ± 0.064 (95 percent confidence)
Table 5.6: Regression Results: Mixed Layer Height versus Sensible and Latent Heat
The r 2 value is .331, which is virtually identical to the prior regression's r 2 value of
.328. This indicates that the addition of the latent heat variable does not significantly
increase the accuracy of the correlation between independent and dependent variables.
This is probably caused by the similarity between the sensible and latent heat fluxes
at all times. If sensible heat alone cannot accurately model the height changes, latent
heat will add little enhanced understanding.
The R1 coefficient can be used to determine the value of CH, which is .406. This
is closer to the accepted value that the sensible heat regression, but is still larger by
a factor of two. The variance of the R1 coefficient is still extremely small.
The R2 coefficient is the slope of the best fit line between latent heat flux and
dh/dt. The following formula is used to determine the value of CE using the R2
coefficient:
.61CETv
R2 = 61CET (5.4)
paAAO
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This yields a value of 1.861 for CE. The existing literature uses a value of unity,
CE = 1.0, which is comparable. The variance of the R2 coefficient, ± 0.064 within the
95 percent confidence interval, represents a total range of approximately 17 percent of
the R2 magnitude. Therefore, the R2 slope is not as robust as the R1 slope, implying
less of a definite correlation between latent heat and mixed layer height changes.
The third regression uses all three independent variables to model the mixed layer
height, according to the formula:
dhdh= R1 * H, + R2 * AE + R3 * U3  (5.5)
dt
Results from this regression are provided in Table 5-7.
Regression Results
Gradient Height Change as a Function of
Sensible and Latent Heat, and Surface Friction
r 2 Value .331
R1 Coefficient 2.251 + 0.053 (95 percent confidence)
R2 Coefficient .830 ± 0.079 (95 percent confidence)
R3 Coefficient -132. ± 87. (95 percent confidence)
Table 5.7: Regression Results: Mixed Layer Height versus Sensible and Latent Heat,
as well as Surface Friction Velocity
The r 2 value is .331, which is exactly the same as the r 2 value of the prior regres-
sion. The inclusion of surface friction velocity did not explain any additional variance.
This variable is not highly relevant to mixed layer height studies.
The three constants, determined from the R1, R2, and R3 coefficients, are:
CH = 0.40
CE = 2.04
Cu = -0.61
The third constant is computed using the formula:
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Cu *TOR3 = o (5.6)
hAOg
The literature cites a value of 5.0 for Cu. This large discrepancy is most likely
a result of the low degree of correlation between surface friction velocity and mixed
layer height used to determine these regression coefficients. This is also evident in
the large range of R3 values.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter presents summaries of the major components of this research, indicates
questions that have not been fully answered, and discusses several directions for future
research. These conclusions are presented in three categories: MM5 observations,
gradient measurement results, and predictive parameterization analysis.
MM5 Observations
MM5 is an acceptable vehicle for mixed layer height studies. These runs reached
equilibrium in about 5 days, and were reasonably stable after that point. The sim-
ilarity between the seven day and four week model simulations is an indication of a
successful model run. The idealized grid was set up in a manner that promotes long
term equilibrium and short term variations. This was the original goal of the research:
realistically simulate actual meteorological conditions while avoiding dependence on
local anomalies or model forcings. MM5's physics parameterizations are useful in
portraying mixed layer dynamics, and the two major modifications made to MM5 for
this research (cyclical boundary conditions and realistic soil hydrology) were vital.
One major MM5 flaw is the problem of excessive precipitation. Although this
problem occurs mainly near the border columns, and is most likely exacerbated by
the cyclical boundary conditions, other programmers report the same problem in
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different runs. The correction of this flaw will improve model accuracy.
Future MM5 simulations should include four tests that will help to determine the
optimum idealized grid configuration. All of these tests will increase the complexity of
the model, and therefore, will result in slower and more expensive model simulations.
However, the advantages in increased model accuracy should outweigh these costs.
* Larger horizontal model domains should be implemented. This alteration will
further minimize the effect of boundary conditions on predictions in the center
of the grid. Tests involved in the current research proved that three cyclical
boundary columns are far more accurate than one, because some meteorological
tendencies spread across several columns, and a single column will only capture
an inconsistent subset of these tendencies. Unfortunately, the current grid size
is 20 columns in both dimensions, and six boundary columns represents 30
percent of the domain in each direction. This is excessively large. A larger
model domain will minimize the impact of these boundary columns.
* The horizontal resolution (50 kilometers between grid points) was established
on the recommendation of experienced MM5 researchers, and may not be the
optimum setting. Shorter distances between grid points may produce more
realistic simulations.
* The vertical resolution should also be increased. This modification will cer-
tainly result in more accurate vertical profiles, and more realistic evolving grid
conditions.
* The soil hydrology parameterization should be improved. More soil layers can
be added, to better simulate the dynamics of groundwater flow. The moisture
availability variable used in MM5 can reflect the average soil moisture of the top
several layers, instead of the moisture of the topmost, narrow layer. This would
better reflect the range of soil that contributes to evaporative losses. Finally,
a more accurate runoff parameterization should be implemented to minimize
water losses following precipitative events.
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Gradient Measurement Results
The gradient measurement method discussed in Chapter 5 is a reasonable mixed
layer height estimate. Profiles produced by this method grow and shrink in a reason-
able manner, particularly after the early morning period. These predictions corre-
spond to the observed behavior of temperature and moisture gradients and contours,
and agree with many of the parameterizations as well.
However, the gradient measurement is arbitrary and inaccurate for several reasons:
* The atmospheric layers in MM5 (or any climate model) have discrete heights
and depths. The gradient method indicates the height of the atmospheric layer
that begins the inversion layer, so the resolution of this measurement is limited
to the spacing of these layers.
* The choice of the gradient cutoff value (1 degree per kilometer for this research)
is arbitrary. Although this value was chosen to reflect visual changes in the
profiles, different values will produce taller or shorter mixed layers and different
evolutionary growth and collapse patterns.
* Predictions made near the surface are biased by other processes in the surface
layer of the atmosphere. The lowest MM5 atmospheric layers are very shallow,
and large gradients result from diffusion and surface turbulence. This renders
the gradient method ineffective in this region, which is relevant during the early
morning hours when the mixed layer is short.
Further testing of the gradient method is recommended. Different gradient cutoff
values, such as .8 and 1.2 degrees per kilometer, should be tested throughout a four
week simulation, and compared to other predictors and to observed moisture and
temperature profiles. Finer vertical resolution will undoubtedly improve the accuracy
of this method, by allowing mixed layer heights to vary over smaller scales and more
discrete values.
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A more experimental and complex alteration would involve the use of a gradient
measurement that combines a temperature and a specific humidity gradient height. In
many cases, these two methods predict exactly the same height, but there are points
where they diverge. Average values would fall between the discrete model atmospheric
layers, producing a smoother profile. Also, the two methods react differently to
atmospheric phenomena such as surface stratification and the LCL, so it might be
advantageous to include both effects.
Finally, a new method is needed to improve the accuracy of the near-surface
measurements. One option is to redefine the analysis to ignore the early morning
hours. A higher gradient cutoff can be applied during morning hours. Or, a predictive
parameterization can be substituted for the gradient measurement during the early
hours.
Predictive Parameterization Analysis
Parameterization predictions are interesting and in many cases expected. Both the
jump and the lapse models contain realistic and unrealistic variations. The coefficients
used in different methods need to be adjusted and calibrated against the measured
model mixed layer heights. This should be done under different conditions (moist,
dry, summer, less radiation, etc.) to insure the best correlations. Model coefficients
can and should be functions of other variables, such as the bowen ratio.
Lapse rates and temperature jumps are fairly analogous quantities. Both measure
the strength of the temperature inversion, by focusing either on the change in tem-
perature throughout the inversion layer, or the initial temperature discontinuity at
the base of the inversion layer. While these measurements are theoretically similar,
the major difference between them is the practical ease of calculating both factors,
as well as the other components of the predictive formulas.
Jump models are currently the most accurate predictors, although this will change
if the gradient measurement is altered, or if the lapse models are recalibrated. The
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largest problem of the jump models is the small maximum mixed layer height predic-
tions. This flaw does not apply to the combination model, which includes all proposed
sources of mixed layer growth. The combination model as used in this research is a
reasonable predictor, but can only be used in climate models that include measure-
ments of surface friction velocity and latent heat flux in addition to sensible heat. The
simpler models (Culf, Novack, and Tennekes) all produce reasonably shaped growth
profiles, but result in unreasonably small maximum mixed layer heights. These pre-
dictions can be scaled to more accurate values by adjusting the coefficients of the
terms.
The two best lapse rate models (McNaughton and Stull) are less accurate than
the jump models at producing accurate growth profiles. However, the maximum
heights are fairly accurate. Again, it is possible to adjust these simple models to
include scaling factors that will adapt their profiles to observed conditions. These
models are in some ways superior to the jump models because they are simpler, only
measuring sensible heat and the lapse rate, and using a minimum of coefficients and
other variables. Also, the lapse rate of the inversion layer can be easily and precisely
measured by any climate model or analysis software, while temperature jumps must
be estimated from visual inspection of profiles, or arbitrarily computed. For these
reasons, lapse rates should receive more attention in future studies.
The Steyn lapse models are interesting because they compute the mixed layer
at every time step, independently of the daily history before that point. This does
not produce reasonable profiles, however, because of unavoidable fluctuations from
hour to hour. These fluctuations are caused by anomalies in fluxes, temperature and
moisture profiles, and local meteorological conditions (e.g., clouds). The maximum
Steyn mixed height predictions are reasonable, and can easily be calibrated to produce
reasonable values. The Steyn methods produce confirmations of the accuracy of the
other methods and the gradient measurement by indicating that predictions based on
hourly snapshots of local conditions are consistent with the daily increasing profiles.
However, the Steyn method is not recommended because of the sensitivity to local
anomalies, and the reliance on arbitrary coefficients such as horizontal distance to the
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source of the advective wind.
The Garratt integral model is interesting and theoretically valid, because it mea-
sures important quantities that relate closely to mixed layer processes. It is quite
similar to the McNaughton and Stull lapse models, and like them, can be calibrated
to correspond more closely to observed mixed layers.
Finally, the physical models do not attempt to model the mixed layer and should
not be judged as successful or unsuccessful. The Zhang-Anthes model attempts to
predict the height reached by parcels that overshoot the mixed layer by approximately
20 percent, and the results of this method succeed in this goal quite closely. The
LCL model actually comes surprisingly close to predicting the maximum mixed layer
heights, which is indicative of the correlation between the mixed layer, the inversion
layer, and the stratification produced by condensation from lifted air parcels.
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